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"A clear horizon — nothing to worry about on your plate,
only things that are creative and not destructive. . . . I
know we’re only human, we do go in for these various
emotions, call them negative emotions, but when all
these are removed and you can look forward and the road
is clear ahead, and now you’re going to create something.
I think that’s as happy as I’ll ever want to be.”

Alfred Hitchcock

1
Introduction



2 Introduction

1.1 Biomineralization

1.1.1 Definition and natural occurrence

Biomineralization is the process by which a living organism deposits

minerals. Owing to their hard structures, biominerals’ fossil records

have been widely identified. Prokaryotes, followed later by eukaryotes,

have developed the ability to deposit minerals. Particularly, at the end

of the Precambrian, many organisms evolved the biomineralization [80].

Biomineralization happens in a variety of life forms, from bacteria

and algae to animals and humans. Besides the obvious advantage of

mechanical strength and motion (e.g. bones) to biomineralizing organ-

isms, there is a variety of other benefits that biominerals deliver. A few

examples of the form of the mineral and its function is listed in table 1.1

[102] [97].

Biominerals in majority of cases are hybrid materials composed of

organic and inorganic molecules due to co-deposition of organic mo-

lecules together with the minerals. Furthermore, biominerals commonly

possess properties such as shape, size, isotopic and trace element com-

positions quite unlike its inorganically formed equivalents [180]. Figure

1.1 illustrates a comparison between the structure of biologically formed

and synthetically formed minerals.

The structure of the biominerals can vary from amorphous and poly-

crystalline to single crystal depending on the growth conditions and the

kinetic pathways. Biominerals are formed under ambient conditions

and in a heterogeneous environment. This, together with the unique and

complex morphology of the biominerals, has attracted many scientists to

study the mechanisms leading to the resulting structure and also to rep-

licate the process for synthetic material design e.g. [80, 168, 97, 63, 92]

.

1.1.2 Driving forces in formation of biominerals

Biominerals are hybrid materials, owing to the inorganic (hard) and or-

ganic (soft) molecules being co-deposited. The organic part of the bio-
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4 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Comparison of inorganic and biocomposite mineral morpholo-
gies using SEM images. A) inorganic calcite (CaCO3)2 [34], B) coccoliths bio-
mineral in phytoplankton Emiliania huxleyi [86], C) inorganic hydroxyapatite
Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 [187] , D) biomineral in bones of human [117], E) inorganic
silicon dioxide (SiO2) [186], F) biomineral in cell walls of a radiolarian [144].
Image adapted from [157].
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mineral is usually referred to as the organic matrix [131]. The processes

leading to the emergence of biominerals happen in a live organism. The

formation of biominerals structures is either biologically induced or bio-

logically controlled [91]. The organism can affect the biomineral form-

ation by two methods. On one hand, the synthesis of biominerals often

happens in a membrane allowing spatial control and control of fluxes of

materials. On the other hand, cells provide ions and biomolecules like

proteins, polysaccharides and lipids that modify the physical and chem-

ical processes during the mineral deposition, for instance, via binding

specific peptides to inorganic materials.

One of the most interesting features of biominerals is their hierarch-

ical structure. The structure has features from the nanoscale to the

mesoscale and the macroscale. Figure 1.2 shows an example of the hier-

archical structure. The hierarchy of morphology and the diversity of

forms (crystalline, amorphous, etc.) is a result of the high number of

interacting components and their competition. On one side there are

forces driving the self-organization of identical components. This res-

ults in the events like phase separation and crystallization. On the other

side there are forces leading to the aggregation and co-assembly of dif-

ferent components, for example, connections between inorganic and or-

ganic building blocks. These forces can push the balance towards ag-

gregation and non-equilibrium conjunctions [37, 108].

The control over deposition of biominerals occurs through modific-

ation of the energy barrier for phase-separation, nucleation and growth.

Figure 1.3 shows the two possible so-called thermodynamic and kinetic

pathways [37]. The thermodynamic pathway is related to the equilib-

rium and the stable state at the end of the reaction. If enough activation

energy is provided, the reaction occurs and the final products emerges,

which in this case can be the crystalline form of the solid. In chemical

reactions, the term kinetic describes the processes during the reaction,

such as reaction rate, k, and the reactivation of the reaction from differ-

ent semi-stable intermediate phases.

Changing the reaction pathway from thermodynamic to kinetic res-
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Figure 1.2: Structure of the shell of U. pictorum. A) Inner and outer views of
the shell. B) Shell broken in the transversal plane. C) Closer view: the nacreous
layer when broken in the transversal plane. P = prismatic layer, N = nacreous
layer. Picture adapted from [45].

Figure 1.3: Thermodynamic and kinetic pathways from the solution to the final
crystal. The one step thermodynamic pathway A) only happens when the high
free energy of activation, ∆GA is provided. Kinetic pathway. B) is possible when
some modification, for instance existence of an enzyme, made the free energy
of activation lower (∆GB). It results in sequential precipitation and amorphous
solids. Picture adapted after [37].
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ults in amorphous intermediate phases. These phases in the chemical

conditions are usually unstable. However, biomolecules can alter the

process by creating intermediate stable phases that result in different

spatial scales in the final product. In other words, the modifications can

change the energy barriers of the reaction and thus change the equi-

librium conditions. It is commonly known that systems that are far

from their equilibrium can create non-trivial complex structures. For

example, after the initial nucleation takes place, small nanoparticles are

formed. These nanoparticles can continue growing and possibly pro-

duce a single crystal. However, the effect of additives can result in the

aggregation of nanoparticles and a mesoscale assembly. The latter is

very common in biomineral formation and its understanding requires

modeling and experimentation on the self-assembly of nanoparticles.

Investigating the interaction of these forces is a vital step in design-

ing bio-inspired materials and possesses a vast range of applications, for

example, in synthetic functioning nanostructures [146].

1.2 Biosilicification

A variety of life forms deposit silica during a process called biosilicifi-

cation. It occurs in bacteria, plants, invertebrates and vertebrates [132].

Silica is the common name for materials composed of silicon dioxide

(SiO2) and it can be in crystalline and amorphous forms. Amorphous

silica can be made synthetically, but it also occurs naturally. Silicon is

often found in the form of hydrated amorphous silica ((SiO2)n(H2O)), in

biominerals ( e.g., [92] ). The abundance of hydrated biosilica is due to

hydrated phases are favored over anhydrated counterparts due to lower-

ing energy barrier of nucleation and growth from aqueous solution (e.g.,

[163]).

Like most biominerals, silica formed by an organism often has a com-

plex morphology on several length scales. Moreover, unlike the syn-

thetic silica, biosilica forms in ambient conditions; the environment in

which biosilica forms has under-saturated silicon concentration around
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neutral pH and low temperature [132]. Biosilica may form intra- or

extra-cellularly. It occurs in specific biochemical locations, called ves-

icles, which is made of lipids, proteins and carbohydrates. The exist-

ence of a localized space (a compartment) is of great importance for

nucleation and growth to occur. One reason for this is isolating and

maintaining a super-saturated solution to be consumed in the depos-

ition. Furthermore, membranes of the compartments have an effect on

influx/outflux of materials. This effect can be passive, for example by

limiting the diffusion rate, or active, for example by transporter pro-

teins, which actively can pump special materials. The flux of materi-

als in and out of the compartment must maintain the electroneutrality

[180].

The most widely studied silicifying biosystems are sponges and di-

atoms. However, it should be remembered that many other organisms

from single-celled species, such as choanoflagellates [104] and radiolaria,

through to higher plants and molluscs, such as the limpet [101], also de-

posit silicon. In this thesis the emphasis is on diatoms’ biosilicification

as an interesting example of complex species-specific silica structure.

We studied the kinetics of transport and deposition of silicon in diat-

oms. Moreover, the effect of temperature and concentration of silicon in

the environment on the silica pattern of diatoms is studied. Silicifica-

tion also occurs in some groups of sponges. The biosilica formation in

the first steps of aggregate formation is also studied for one species of

sponge.

1.3 Diatoms - Life in a Glass House

One of the most diverse and beautiful biomineralization forms occurs

in diatoms. Diatoms are eukaryotic unicellular organisms. They live in

most water habitats and use the very low concentrations of silicon found

in the oceans to develop amorphous silica. Figure 1.4 shows several ex-

amples of silica morphology in different species of diatoms.

There are more than 10,000 different species of diatoms and each
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Figure 1.4: Morphology of three species of diatoms as seen by Left: optical
microscope, Right: scanning electron microscope. A) species Cylindrotheca
closterium. B) species Melosira sp. C) species Thalassiosira psuedonana. SEM
images were made in AMOLF. The diatoms strains were provided by NIOZ (The
Netherlands).
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of them has unique porous, nanopatterned cell walls (called frustules)

made of silica . The silica wall consists of two overlapping parts, the

epitheca and hypotheca. Each of the two parts consists of a valve and

girdle bands [160, 62] (figure 1.5A) .

Besides the importance of diatoms as biosilicifying organisms from a

material science perspective, they have a significant role in the ecology

of aquatic systems. They contribute to the global carbon cycle by a pho-

tosynthetic carbon fixation, which is in same amount as all terrestrial

rain forests combined [52, 95]. Moreover, they are major players in the

silicon cycle of the oceans [174]. The oldest diatom fossils have been

dated back to 185 Mya [81]. It is suggested that the abundance and eco-

logical success of diatoms could be a result of their silica walls - living

in a “glass house” [160, 62].

Diatom cells synthesize special silicic acid transporter proteins (SITs)

to act on the membrane for making an inward silicon flux in the cell (fig-

ure 1.5B) [68, 145]. Moreover, cells change the level of active SITs during

one cell cycle; likely as a response to the level of external nutrients and

internal deposition rates [170]. Changing the level of active SITs changes

the kinetics of silicon transportation and therefore, silica deposition in-

side the compartment.

Figure 1.5: Schematic drawing of a typical diatom A) Cell walls of a diatom,
made of silica. The cell wall consists of two overlapping parts (the reason for
the name of diatom). The two ends, that usually have the most complex silica
structure, are called valves. The sides consist of several bands, called girdle
bands. B) Cell membrane of a diatom separates the inside and outside environ-
ment. Silicon transporter proteins (SITs) act as enzymes that control the flux of
silicon to the cell.
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Silica deposition takes place inside a specialized membrane called

silica deposition vesicle (SDV). There are several biomolecules that are

known for their biosilicification role in diatoms. For example, silicon

transporters (SITs) or another group of proteins, such as silaffin and

silacidin that act as catalyzers and as nucleation sites inside the SDV.

Moreover, the long chain polyamines (LCPA) are known as important

compounds in the organic matrix of diatoms’ biosilica [100, 60, 140, 135,

84].

Biosilica in diatoms has a complex, self-similar and species-specific

structure. Based on one model, which is successful in explaining struc-

ture of few species of diatoms, it is believed that the self-similar pattern

is a result of several steps of drying (phase transition) of biomolecules

droplets and silica precipitation simultaneously [164]. The biomolecules

droplets are mostly made of polyamines, which are known to facilitate

silica precipitation [83]. The contact sites between polyamine droplets

and the aqueous phase composed of silicic acid and pre-synthesized

silica (polymerized silicic acid and silica nanoparticles) promote sili-

cic acid polymerization (figure 1.6). Silica formation consumes some

of the polyamine by co-precipitation causing segregation of polyamines

to smaller droplets. Subsequently, newly created water/polyamine in-

terfaces guides new silica precipitates with consuming another fraction

of the polyamine. This process continues until all available polyamines

are finished [164]. These steps lead to a hierarchical patterned material

that is made of co-deposited minerals and organic molecules. Figure 1.6

shows this model for explanation of the silica pattern in a diatom.

1.4 Dynamics of cell populations

Phytoplankton live in communities where they share vital resources,

such as nutrients and sunlight, and interact through a common me-

dium. The dynamics of the population affects the cell growth and cell

cycle of individual phytoplankton. In case of diatoms, the changes in

environment, due to the complex relation of phytoplankton populations
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Figure 1.6: Schematic drawing of the templating mechanism by the phase
separation model (A-D) and SEM images of C. wailesii valves (E-H). A) The
polyamine-containing droplets inside SDV guides silica deposition. B & C)
Consecutive segregations of smaller (about 300 nm) droplets open new sites
for silica precipitation. D) droplets become smaller (50-nm) and guide the fi-
nal step of silica formation. Silica precipitation occurs only in water phase. The
repeated phase separations produce a self-similar pattern. E-H) SEM images of
valves at the corresponding stages of development. Picture adapted from [164].

and the sources and sinks of nutrients, alter the single cell level events,

such as silicification. For instance, the limitation of silicic acid in water

decreases the cell growth rates and the silicification quantities. It also

causes most cells to be arrested in the silicon-sensitive part of their cell-

cycle (arrest points). This property causes population synchronization,

meaning that a cyclic behaviour can be seen in the population even after

the re-supplying of nutrients (silicon in this case).

Moreover, in many cases, to study the sub-cellular events, one should

take advantage of the population-level macroscopic data that is, some-

times, the only available measurement. In another words, studying a

single diatom cell without disturbing its natural state is extremely dif-

ficult and sometimes impossible due to the small scales quantities that

need to be measured. In this regard, studying the population dynam-

ics and the effect of environmental changes has inevitable contribution

to understanding the mechanisms involved in silicification, particularly
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the physical and chemical factors.

To model a population of cells living in a common medium we need

equations describing the dynamics of the medium and the dynamics of

individual cells. This could be written as equations 1.1 and 1.2.

dYj
dt

= fj(Yj ,P,S, t); j = 1, ...,N (1.1)

dS
dt

= g(Y1, ...,YN ,S,N , t) (1.2)

Y is a vector containing all dependent variables of intracellular dy-

namics like concentrations, P is a vector containing all the independent

parameters of the intracellular model, S is the external nutrient concen-

tration, and N is the total number of cells. Equation 1.1 describes the

intracellular dynamics of cell j, which is a function of internal and ex-

ternal quantities. On the other hand, equation 1.2 describes the nutrient

dynamics in the medium as a function of intracellular variables of all

cells and external variables like total number of cells.

The difficulty with this system is the heterogeneity of cells; each cell

can have a slightly different behavior than the next one. Also cells can

be in different stages of their cell cycle.

There are a variety of different computational approaches for mod-

elling such a system (for a review see: [66]). Since the number of cells

even in small communities is large (order of 107 individuals or more)

there are limitations on the complexity of f and g functions in equa-

tions 1.1 and 1.2 while still achieving a realistic model. In some mod-

els, the first function is reduced to one parameter, like total biomass, in

which case studying intracellular dynamics is very limited. A different

approach, that can be applied to synchronized populations, is to model

one type of cell, which is the type in majority. In this way it is possible

to accomplish a more detailed intracellular model. However, it should

be considered that the non-synchronized cells (around 20%-40% in the

case of silicon-starved diatoms) could still have a significant effect on the

overall dynamics. In chapter 3, we have derived a mathematical formu-
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lation in order to take into account the effect of non-synchronized cells

in the population.

1.5 Computational Methods

1.5.1 Compartmental modeling

The intracellular dynamics of concentrations and amounts of different

materials can be studied with reaction-diffusion or kinetic models; the

goal of both is to formulate the mass transportation through the cell.

For example the transportation and synthesis of silicon inside diatoms

involves mass diffusion, phase transition and a series of reactions with

SITs, different ions, proteins in SDV and so on. In this regard, the system

can be described with partial differential equations (PDEs) for changes

in concentrations through time and spatial space and with the reactions

with other chemical components or biomolecules as the source or sink

terms. When solving the PDE system, handling the boundary conditions

can be challenging. An example of this type of modelling is applied in

chapter 3 where the finite element method (FEM) has been applied.

When the spatial dimensions of the system is more than one solving

PDEs is a complicated computational problem and wherever possible,

the appropriate simplifications should be applied. The conditions for

omplexity reduction might be a symmetry in the system or a local ho-

mogeneity. For the purpose of studying transportation through the cells,

it is possible to take advantage of the membranes and vesicles synthes-

ized by cells. The membranes cause the discontinuity between inside

and outside. In this condition, if the diffusion rate of the material of in-

terest is high enough to diffuse inside the membrane fast, then the local

gradients disappear and therefore, the local homogeneity is approxim-

ately satisfied. Therefore, it is possible to consider only the temporal

changes and reduce the PDEs to ordinary differential equations (ODEs).

This is called compartmental modelling, which has been used in chapter

4.
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1.5.2 Parameter estimation

A challenge with modeling silicon transport and synthesis is the high

number of free parameters of the model, whose value is unknown or is

only approximated. The model parameters in the case of the reaction-

diffusion system are the reaction rates and diffusion rates. This problem,

however, is not limited to reaction-diffusion systems but rather is a gen-

eric problem in system biology [4, 54, 55, 56, 19, 18]. Modeling complex

biological systems at intracellular scales is a significant challenge, due to

the difficulties in measuring and manipulating parameters at such small

scales. If the initial conditions and the parameters of a model are known,

the dynamics of the model quantities can be calculated by the solving

and integration of the differential equations. This is called the forward
problem. However, when some of the model parameters are unknown

the parameter estimation or optimization problem should be solved. This

means that in order to fit the outputs of the model with the observation

(experimental) data, the best values of the mathematical model paramet-

ers should be explored. This is called the inverse problem. The inverse

problem is not always solvable and it critically depends on the mathem-

atical model, significance and accuracy of data [4, 5, 147]; A model that

conveys too much complexity compared to the available data, insuffi-

cient data or noisy data can result in a failure in solving the optimization

problem.

The optimization approach minimizes a cost function or objective func-
tion that represents the difference between the simulated data and ex-

perimental data. The most common measure for this difference is the

weighted least square method. However, other measures also have been

used [156]. When there is some information about the system in the

form of constraints rather than exact measurements, the penalty method,

which is especially useful in the case of noisy or sparse data, can be ap-

plied. In the penalty method, a new term is added to the objective func-

tion. This term increases drastically if the parameters are in a range

that violates the constraints. Moreover, via introducing a penalty term
to the objective function, the constrained problem transforms to an un-
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constrained problem and in this way we are able to take advantage of

the successful optimization algorithms for the unconstrained problem

[111].

Equation 1.3 shows a general form of an objective function.

EObjective =
N∑
i=1

(hi(ti ,K,Y)− xi)2

σ2
i

+EP enalty (1.3)

where xis are the observed experimental data and hi is a function

of model quantities used to calculate the equivalent measure. σi is the

standard deviation of experimental errors in the data. The first term

is the weighted least square and the second term in equation 1.3 is the

penalty term.

To solve the optimization problem, i.e. to minimize the objective

function, two different classes of mathematical methods have been de-

veloped: local optimization and global optimization. Local optimization

methods usually converge to a solution more quickly, but the mathem-

atical method does not have a mechanism to escape from a local min-

imum. Therefore, not all the search space of parameters is explored and

the solution depends on the initial state. Examples of local methods are

gradient based methods and direct search methods. Global optimiza-

tion, in contrast, can search through all the possible parameter space

and finds the global minimum. However, it has higher computational

costs and the convergence to a solution is not usually guaranteed. Ex-

amples of global methods are simulated annealing and evolutionary al-

gorithms. In addition to the two classes, hybrid methods that use both

classes of optimization has been developed recently. In hybrid methods

the global search of global methods is combined with the accuracy of the

local methods [55, 43, 71, 1].

After the solution of an optimization problem is found, analysis over

validation of the solution and robustness of the overall model should

be performed. This step contains the identifiability of parameters and

the sensitivity and perturbation analysis. A priori or structural parameter
identifiability answers the question that considers error-free and continu-
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ous data, and whether it is possible to identify unknown parameters.

In other words, it investigates whether or not parameters are locally or

globally identifiable.

In practice, sometimes, especially for large nonlinear system of equa-

tions, it is not possible to perform structural identifiability. The other

type of identifiabilty analysis is posteriori or practical identifiability. It is

common in practice that given the amount of noise in experimental data,

there are several solutions for an optimization problem, or the model

is not robust around some of optimized parameter values. Posteriori

identifiability concerns this type of question [4]. To quantify posteriori

identifiability, sensitivity and perturbation analysis can be used. Sensit-

ivity analysis assures that outputs of the model are stable upon a small

change in parameters values. To conclude that a model is stable and ro-

bust, we need a model that does not amplify small perturbations, which

is also the case in any real stable biosystem [56].

1.5.3 Supervised learning

Machine learning is data driven modeling. In machine learning, the

data itself makes a model and tries to explain the data; in contrast to

using a model, where an algorithm produces the data. Machine learn-

ing includes many different methods, two important methods are super-

vised learning (such as classification) and unsupervised learning (such

as cluster analysis). The method should be selected based on the amount

of knowledge of the data and the purpose of the modeling. In both meth-

ods the goal is to find a relationship among different entities or experi-

ments where each entity can include several features. For example, an

entity can be a number of features about a person like height, eye color

and foot size. The goal is then to find a relation among people in the

dataset.

Supervised learning uses the available information on the class of

some entities. These are called labeled data and they are used to train

a model using an algorithm. In this scenario the features are inputs

and the label of entity is the output. After training, supervised learning
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classifies the remaining unlabelled data into the known classes, i.e. it

predicts the output using inputs and the trained model. In other words,

supervised learning infers a function from labeled data. In the example

of people’s personal features, if there is information about some people

on whether they are male or female, the goal of supervised learning is to

predict whether a new person, knowing their features, is male or female.

In contrast, unsupervised learning does not use any pre-labeling or

known classes for the data, but instead calculates a type of distance

between each pair of entities and consequently groups entities into dif-

ferent clusters. Therefore, unsupervised learning tries to find structures

in data rather than mapping an input to outputs. One of the problems

with unsupervised learning is that since there are not any pre-defined

classes, it is not apparent as to how many clusters will have a meaning-

ful interpretation. The other problem is that because there are no expec-

ted classes, it is not possible to evaluate the accuracy of the clustering

algorithm.

Classification is a supervised learning method. In chapter 5 we have

applied classification for categorizing images of the silica patterns of

diatoms. Each image is an entity in a dataset with different features

assigned to it. The features of each image have been quantified using

image analysis. During classification, not all of the features have the

same importance and some features can be redundant.

A number of classification techniques have been established [136,

137, 181]. A widely used method of classification is decision tree learn-

ing [137, 141]. The tree structure consists of leaf nodes (representing

classes), internal nodes (representing decisions) and branches (repres-

enting the possible outcomes of the decision). In this way a decision-

making, If-Then structure is formed based on the labeled entities. The

classifier then tests the values of the features of the unlabeled entities

against the tree and decides to which class that entity belongs.

In order to increase the accuracy of the decision tree, a number of

ensemble methods were proposed. Ensemble methods attempt to com-

bine several individual classifiers in order to improve their accuracy and
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robustness over different datasets. One of the most successful classifiers

of this type is Forest of randomized trees. This includes two methods of

Random forest [22, 23] and Extremely randomized trees [57] which both are

based on an ensemble of randomized decision trees and the prediction of

the ensemble is calculated by the averaged prediction of the individual

classifiers.

Classification methods can perform differently over different data-

sets, depending on the nature of data and the characteristics of the clas-

sifier. For this reason, a cross-validation test in which the predictions of

the classifier are compared with the labeled data is always necessary.

1.6 Outline of Thesis

In this thesis several aspects of the biosilicification and the life of diat-

oms are investigated. Most parts of this study are based on computa-

tional modeling, data analysis and simulation. However, in chapter 5,

experimental results are also presented.

Chapter 2 describes the modeling approach for biosilicicfication in

sponges. Sponges also silicify a skeleton with several similarities to the

silicification in diatoms. The model describes the initial steps of growth

that includes the aggregation of silica nanoparticles on an organic tem-

plate. This has been carried out using the diffusion limited aggregation

(DLA) method. The model compares the different spatial conditions of

aggregate formation and their effect on geometric properties of the final

structure.

Chapter 3 applies a reaction-diffusion model to the chemistry of sil-

icon in diatoms. The model calculates the concentration of silicic acid,

the primary source of silicon for diatoms in seawater, and several other

ions. This is performed by defining the system of PDEs consisting of

diffusion and reaction inside a boundary value problem.

In chapter 4 a compartmental model of silicon transportation and

synthesis in diatoms is developed. The model describes the dynam-

ics of the quantity of silicon in different cell compartments based on
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the Michaelis-Menten kinetics for the silicon transportation through the

membranes (via SITs) and for silicification reactions in SDV. The avail-

able experimental data for this model is from population level quantities

and therefore, the relation with individual-cell level data should be care-

fully derived. In addition, the model has a number of free parameters,

to which a parameter estimation (optimization) method is applied. The

accuracy and robustness of the model is tested with parameter identifi-

ability and sensitivity analysis.

In chapter 5 an experiment was carried out in order to measure the

effects of temperature and silicon availability on the cell population dy-

namics and the morphology of silica in diatoms. Diatoms, originally

from a single species and a single culture, were incubated under dif-

ferent temperatures and were sampled during time. In this way the

changes in cell population dynamics, such as cell density and synchron-

ization behavior, were monitored. Moreover, to study the changes in

silicification, SEM samples of all cultures were made. The SEM images

were subsequently analyzed to quantify the silica patterns and the out-

put dataset was classified using supervised learning methods to measure

the changes in silica patterns due to the different environmental growth

conditions.

Chapter 6 summarizes the outcomes and conclusions of the research

performed in this thesis.
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Abstract

Biosilicification occurs in many organisms. Sponges and diatoms are

major examples of them. Modelling biosilicification is a typical multi-

scale problem where processes at very different temporal and spatial

scales need to be coupled: processes at the molecular level, physiological

processes at the subcellular and cellular level, etc. In biosilicification

morphology plays a fundamental role and a spatiotemporal model is re-

quired. To model silicification in a sponge species, Suberites domuncula,

a particle simulation based on diffusion limited aggregation method is

presented here. This model can describe fractal properties of silica ag-

gregates in the first steps of deposition on an organic template.

2.1 Challenges in Modeling Biomineralization

Biomineralization is the process by which specific minerals are depos-

ited by living organisms. Modeling biomineralization consists of many

sub-processes which only can be captured by coupling models defined

at different spatiotemporal scales and requires the use of different com-

putational methods. It is where hard matter (minerals) and soft matter

(organic materials) are in the same system of modeling and they inter-

act in presence of a solvent [98]. In most biominerals, the organic part

not only controls the start of the process (nucleation) but also controls

the rest, up to directing the shape and size of the crystal or amorphous

material.

Another key point about biomineralization which makes its model-

ing a challenge is that it contains processes which have significant be-

havior in several spatial and temporal scales [63]. It means that differ-

ent types of computational methods are needed in order to simulate the

formation of the whole biomineral. For example, in the first steps of

deposition or formation of precursor particles and in very small length

scales, particles have to be considered at atomic level. This demands

atomic and molecular calculations such as ab-initio and Molecular Dy-

namics, which have high computational costs. But if one is interested
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in modeling the larger scales, it is neither reasonable nor feasible to use

atomic and molecular simulations to reconstruct the whole biominerals.

In other words, at some point we need to consider another type of com-

putational method like mesoscale and macroscale models. For example,

one mesoscale model is based on aggregate formation in which the ini-

tial units are smaller aggregates or precursor particles of order of a few

nanometers or more. Therefore, in this model, we are not considering

calculations at the level of one by one molecular interactions. Moreover,

we may need to build a model as a particle-based one or a continuous

one based on distributions and concentrations of different chemical spe-

cies.

During biomineralization various mechanisms are responsible for

producing complex morphology of the emergent skeleton. In this chapter

we will use one type of spatiotemporal model for describing silcification

in sponges.

2.2 Biosilicification in Sponges

Sponges (Porifera) represent the most basal metazoan phylum. The ma-

jor skeletal elements in sponges, are spicules formed from inorganic ma-

terial. Demosponges, a large group of sponges, deposit amorphous hy-

drated silica in their spicules.

The model organism used here is Suberites domuncula, a demosponge.

The electron microscope images of the skeletal elements (called spicules)

of this sponge are shown in Figure 2.1a. This kind of spicule is of mon-

axonal styles with a bobble-shape at one end and a sharp part at the

other.

Figure 2.1b shows a SEM image of the inside of a broken spicule. It

shows that there is a central canal inside a spicule, which had been filled

with organic matter. In Figure 2.1b the organic part is removed due to

the sample preparation process. In order to have an image from a sur-

face, which is not affected by the preparation process, the spicule was

cut by a high-energy ion beam in a dual-beam SEM device. In Figure
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2.1d the central canal is filled, however due to difference in the mater-

ial properties, the border with surrounding silica is visible. The axial

filament is the initial template for deposition of the mineral inside the

cell.

There have been recently many studies regarding the contribution

and function of organic materials in biominerals. It has been shown

that the growth of biosilica is a highly hierarchical process. Spicules of

S. domuncula start their growth inside special cells, called sclerocytes,

and in subcellular level, inside special vesicles, called silicasomes [153].

Sclerocytes produce influential proteins for silicification; silicatein, the

enzyme that initiates the catalytic bio-condensation [158, 82] and Sil-

intaphin, a silicatein-interacting protein that it is believed to assist the

formation of fibrillar structure of axial filament [182, 183]. These pro-

teins together make the initial organic template for biosilica deposition.

Figure 2.1: SEM images of spicules of the sponge Suberites Domuncula. a) An
image of a population of spicules. b) A closer view of a broken spicule; central
canal which is empty now is seen clearly. c) Targeting an area of the spicule
for high-energy ion beam cutting. d) The new cross section of spicule after ion
abrasion.

Besides sclerocytes which have a key role in formation of skeleton,

other cell types, archaeocytes, chromocytes and lophocytes, have been
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identified to have an effect on controlling the later steps of spicule growth,

both through producing proteins and affecting the aging process of bi-

osilica [152, 151, 64].

2.3 Particle simulation of the beginning of spicule
growth

In systems biology, usually processes are only modeled using Ordinary

Differential Equations and the spatial component is neglected (cells etc

are usually not considered). In the case of silicification the emerging

minerals have complex structures. This causes the demand for includ-

ing spatial information in the model. Therefore, in order to understand

the process of biosilicification and to be able to compare the simulation

results with the actual growth forms we need a spatiotemporal model

capable of generating biological morphologies. To generate such simu-

lated morphologies, one needs to combine two computational methods:

Partial Differential Equations for solving the diffusion equation (or its

equivalent, Brownian motion) and a particle-based model for represent-

ing the morphological structure. In this section, we present a three-

dimensional particle simulation, based on diffusion limited aggregation

approach, to model the beginning of the spicule growth in sponge S.

domuncula.

2.4 Diffusion limited aggregation model

Diffusion: Diffusion describes the spread of particles by random motion

from regions of higher concentration to regions of lower concentration.

The time dependency of the statistical distribution in space is given by

the diffusion equation. The equation is usually written as:

∂ (Φ (r, t))
∂t

= O · (D (φ,r)OΦ (r, t)) (2.1)
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Where Φ (r, t) is the density of the diffusing material at location r and

time t and D (φ,r) is the diffusion coefficient and O represents the vec-

tor differential operator acting on the space coordinates. If the diffusion

coefficient depends on the density the equation is nonlinear. If D is con-

stant, then the equation reduces to the following linear equation,

∂ (Φ (r, t))
∂t

=DO2Φ (r, t) . (2.2)

By discretizing time and space in numerical calculations, one obtains the

well-known random walks.

DLA: Diffusion Limited Aggregation (DLA) is a computational model

for aggregate formation based on random walks of primary particles. It

is applicable in many systems where diffusion is the main method of

transportation. The theory was first proposed in 1981 [185]. It has had

many applications, especially for growth models. There are numerous

examples from physics, chemistry and technology where aggregates and

crystals like dielectric breakdown [123, 3], formation of electrodeposits

[90], viscous fingering [13, 126] or crystal growth [24] have been studied

using a combination of experiments and simulation models. An over-

view of abiotic growth patterns is for example provided by [11], inter-

estingly a review was published by the same author [12] how a similar

approach could be used to model growth patterns from biology (bacteria

colonies). In both modelling growth patterns from physics and coarse

grained bacteria colonies, lattice-based aggregation models have been

successfully applied to simulate the growth patterns. Moreover, DLA

has been applied to 2D simulation of silicification in diatoms [58].

The DLA algorithm is known for producing objects with self-similarity

or fractal properties. One of the experimental methods for calculation of

fractal properties of materials is x-ray scattering [149], in which by ex-

posing the x-ray beam to the object and measuring intensity of scattered

beam as a function of scattering angle, one can understand the distribu-

tion of matter on the sample and calculate the mass and surface fractal

dimensions of the sample. Based on this method, the aggregation of
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silica particles in solution has been studied and the result reveals fractal

properties of the growth process [79]. Moreover, the structure of bi-

osilica from cell walls of diatoms shows fractal properties [178]. In some

cases, different fractal dimensions are detected for different regions of

the curve which it is believed that is an indication on hierarchical mor-

phology of biosilica and the existence of different spatial scales.

Therefore, considering the observed fractal properties of silica particles

aggregates and bioslica, we apply the DLA algorithm to describe the first

steps of biosilica formation in sponges. This step will be followed with

post-synthesising effects like hardening and electrostatic forces in real

biosilica.

Inside the sponge’s cells, one of the material transport mechanisms

is diffusion. For example, inside the vesicles of sclerocytes, where the

spicule starts its growth, there is silicon in the form of particles with

different sizes. TEM images of primorphs from S. domuncula show the

high electron density regions due to the existence of silica in the form

of small particles inside vesicles [118]. Therefore, we use the idea of

these particles in our model as the primary particles that will make the

aggregate. Moreover, the organic matrix, which in this case is mainly in

the form of a central protein string, will represent the initial nucleation

site for aggregate formation in the model. Particles have random walks

(biased by electrostatic forces due to acidic proteins) until they join the

aggregate. Hence, we consider the simulation box to be the space inside

the vesicle and assume silica particles to perform a random walk until

they join the aggregate which is growing on a central protein string in

the middle of the box. It is assumed that the box is cubic for the first

approximation and the 3D mesh is based on Cartesian coordinates.

The boundary condition of the simulation is assumed to be reflective.

So, the particles that reached a position outside simulation box will be

moved back to a mirror reflection position inside the box and will take

part in the next time step of the simulation.

There are three different cases of our particle simulation, which are

based on observations in images from growth process of spicules of S.
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domuncula. First, particles (precursors nanoparticles that will join the

aggregate) inside the silicalemma (vesicle membrane that surrounds first

steps of spicule formation) don’t show any particular distribution and

they seem to be randomly located. Second, before spicules leave the

cell, silicalemma grows along with the growth of spicules [118]. Third,

based on images of the distribution of particles inside the vesicle [118]

it seems that there are primary particles distributed inside the volume

of vesicle during the silica deposition and not only around the boundar-

ies. This shows that there is a distribution of pre-formed nanoparticles

everywhere inside the vesicle.

To implement these cases we introduce three DLA simulation set-

ups. The sink for particles is always the surface of growing aggregate

and as soon as particles reach the aggregate they stick with probability

equal to one. The location of source is different in three cases; In the first

one the simulation box has fixed boundaries and the source of particles

is randomly located on planes close and parallel to the boundaries.

In the second one the source has the same geometrical form, but

boundaries and source planes are located close to the initial template

and expand during time in such a way that they will keep a constant dis-

tance from aggregated particles. In the third case boundaries are grow-

ing like the previous case but the source is a random distribution in the

entire simulation box.

In reality it can be a combination of two of the mentioned sources;

for instance, if we consider that there is some silica inside vesicles prior

to starting spicule formation and there can be more additives later on

during the growth coming through cytoplasm and from boundaries. The

geometry of the model and three setups of simulations are shown in

Figure 2.2. For the particle simulation and fractal calculation Python

and for visualization, Mayavi2 software were used.

2.5 Results and discussion

Case 1:
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Figure 2.2: 3D geometry of the model for three cases. In b and c (cases 2 and 3)
boundaries of the vesicle are growing along with simulated spicule growth.
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Figure 2.3 shows an aggregate developed inside the vesicle. The

snapshots here show the aggregate at the end of simulation when all

particles have joined. With the choice of distant boundaries we allow

particles to have a long distance for random movements, therefore the

effect of diffusion is more highlighted.

Figure 2.3: An aggregate of 2000 particles. a) the view from outside simulation
box. b) a closer view.

Case 2:

The result of simulation at the last growth step is shown in Figure

2.4a. The assumptions for this case, in terms of similarity to a growing

vesicle, are closer to reality. In this case since particles have less dis-

tance to travel randomly before they join the aggregate, they are more

boundary-biased compared to case 1.

Figure 2.4: An aggregate of 20 000 particles in setup a) case 2 and b) case 3.

Case 3:

In Figure 2.4b the final aggregate of case 3 has been shown. It demon-

strates that the assumption of a distributed particle source over the whole

volume results even in a more compact form and fewer voids in the

structure. Also, since a number of particles can generate close to the
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growing aggregate, they can join the aggregate quickly, bringing the im-

portance to the guiding effect of organic template and boundaries of ves-

icle in competition with a random aggregate.

The surface and structure of most of the silica in spicules, as it is

shown in Figure 2.1 is smooth (Though there are some areas inside the

central canal where biosilica has a rough surface). However, biosilica in

spicules proceeds an aging and hardening controlled process that turns

soft irregular amorphous silica to a much harder and smoother mater-

ial [119]. This means that there is an intermediate state of aggregates

where the material is quickly joined to the scaffold and is more randomly

distributed. This is similar to the process of silicatein filaments forma-

tion in vitro [120] where the oligomers of silicatein first form a complex

random structure with fractal properties with a fractal dimension close

to fractal dimension of a 2D DLA object and afterwards, they continue

their self-assembly until reaching the filament structures. The reason

for later steps from fractal to filament shape has been suggested to be

the anisotropic surface of silicatein oligomers and different interactions

like hydrophobic, ionic and van der Waals interactions [120].

A method to quantify the complex-shaped geometry of the aggreg-

ates is computation of fractal dimensions or Hausdorff dimension [93,

116, 76, 77], which quantifies the self-similarity properties. In order

to calculate fractal dimension, different methods, like box-counting, ra-

dius of gyration and correlation function, have been introduced. One

of the most common one is box-counting method in which by dividing

the space in successive decreasing scales, s, in each step the number of

boxes containing some part of the pattern, N, is calculated. So if there is

self-similarity in the pattern, it is shown in the box-counting dimension,

DBox, which is defined by N (s) = s−D_Box. Figure 2.5 shows the result of

this analysis on aggregates showed in figure 2.4.

The fractal analysis for case 1(figure 2.3) is not shown here since this

case contains a large simulation box (vesicle) from the begining, which

is farther from the real case in sponges. It should be noted that the sim-

ulation time for aggregate formation and fractal analysis is also much
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Figure 2.5: Logarithmic representation of number of boxes versus the scale for
calculation of fractal dimension of the aggregates of 100k particles a) in case 2
and b) in case 3. Rg is the radius of gyration for which the bigger values of box
sizes does not count. Smaller inner figures are linear fit of the middle region
of box counting method. The value for the slope of the line is shown in the
equation.
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longer than ceses 2 and 3.

A structure is a fractal if there is a linear relation between log N

and log s. The data points shown in figure 2.5 are not all meaning-

ful. Since box counting is only valid where box size is not bigger than

the entire object or it is not of the order or smaller than resolution of

the object. More specificly, for very small boxes or boxes bigger than

the radius of gyration of the aggregate, Rg , box-counting is not valid.

The radius of gyration around the center of mass, x0, is defined as R2
g =

1
M

∫
V
d3x ρ(x)(x − x0)2. Here, the value of the density, ρ(x), is equal to 1

where a particle exists and 0 where it is empty. In figure 2.5 the inner

images show the linear regression analysis performed for the appropri-

ate region of data in order to calculate the line slope which corresponds

to DBox, the fractal dimension of the box-counting method. Since the

object is a 3D fractal, we usually expect a number between 2 and 3.

A consideration about box-counting method, especially in 3D, is that

we need many particles in the aggregate and several runs of the sim-

ulation, in order to have a good estimation of fractal dimension. For

example in figure 2.5 the fractal calculations were performed on aggreg-

ates of 100,000 particles. For 20,000 particles there won’t be enough

valid points for calculation and hence the slope is usually different. The

DBox values for 3 repeats of the simulation are 2.2 ± 0.05 for the case 2

and for the case 3 it is 2.48±0.05. The radius of gyration for the aggreg-

ate in case 2 is Rg = 71.5 ± 1 and in the case 3, Rg = 45.5 ± 1. The value

of Rg shows that for the same number of particles (the same mass) the

aggregate in case 2 is bigger and in addition to lower value for DBox, we

conclude that this aggregate which has the source for new particles only

close to the boundaries forms a looser structure with many branchings.

This agrees with the expectation from our simulation; when source of

nanoparticles is distributed in all the vesicle volume, it makes the young

silica aggregate to form a more compact structure compared to the case

2 where particles start their random walks only next to the membrane,

allowing a more diffusive motion.

The theoretical fractal dimension for a 3-dimensional ideal DLA ob-
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ject is known to be approximately 2.5. However, we should keep in mind

that this value is for a very large number of particles. The other point is

that box-counting method does not necessarily give us the exact Haus-

dorff dimension, instead it is an estimation of the mathematical defini-

tion of Hausdorff dimension [172]. Although, it still can be used for the

comparison of aggregates even with limited number of particles. As we

have mentioned earlier in this section, the x-ray scattering of materials is

an experimental way to measure the self-similarity of their patterns. The

fractal dimension that has been calculated for silica nanoparticles with

this method is 2.58 [178]. This value is still different from our simula-

tion, but given the different methods for measuring fractal dimensions

and their sensitivity to parameters like size of the aggregates, this dif-

ference is expected. Also the results of fractal dimension calculations

show that in the third case, Df ( DBox ) is higher and this declares a more

compact structure as we get closer to 3 which is the full space.

As mentioned before, the mature spicules of S. domuncula have a

compact structure inside figure (2.1b and d). The results presented here

are the preliminary outputs of this model, but still they can lead us to the

fact that the biological conditions assumed for cases 2 and 3 are closer

to the real biosilica. They provide a fractal form of the aggregate which

is closer to a compact structure and also this highlights the effect of con-

fined space (shape of membrane) as a control parameter on morphology.

It is very important to notice there are several post-synthesizing factors

in biosilica growth which make the silica harder and more compact. One

of them is the interaction forces between proteins and silica particles,

usually carrying a negative electrical charge, which can modify the particle

pathes. Another factor is the surface migration which is the movement

of a particle inside the aggregate. This can happen because if we con-

sider a potential for absorption/connection to the aggregate, particles

can move slowly towards a direction in which they can find a lower

energy configuration e.g. [40, 39]. Moreover, it has been shown that

biosintering and hardening of silica due to additional release of water

molecules from the young silica, can cause the compactness of silica in
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later stages [119]. The present model has the possibility for adding these

factors to spicule growth. For example, biosintering and surface migra-

tion can be introduced to the model by assigning a sticking probability

or surface potential to the particles inside the aggregate and to follow

their secondary changes due to these effects.
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dorp. Modeling Biosilicification at Subcellular Scales, Biomedical Inor-

ganic Polymers. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 117-141, 2013, DOI: 10.1007/978-
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Abstract

Biosilicification occurs in many organisms. Sponges and diatoms are

major examples of them. In this chapter, we introduce a modeling ap-

proach that describes several biological mechanisms controlling silici-

fiction. In the case of diatoms, a reaction-diffusion model is introduced

which can describe the concentrations of chemical components and has

the possibility to include polymerization chain of reactions.

3.1 About diatoms

Diatoms are unicellular algae and one of the largest groups of silicifying

organisms. They have walls made of amorphous silica deposited in a

delicately nanopatterned form, which is why they attracted increasing

interest from a material science perspective [154, 59].

Figure 3.1 shows the asexual cell cycle of a typical diatom. Before a

cell divides, new silica valves for the next generation are formed inside

the cell. This happens inside a specialized vesicle called Silica Depos-

ition Vesicle (SDV) [46]. After this event, daughter cells separate and

continue growing. The growth includes an increase in cell material and

also in silica walls until the cell reaches the adult size.

The silica wall architecture is a species-specific characteristic of di-

atoms [142] and this shows that the synthesis of silica is highly genetic-

ally controlled, in addition to chemical and physical controls. Since the

entire genome of some species of diatoms has been sequenced (T. pseud-

onana: [2] and P. tricornutum: [20]), there have recently been greater

insights into genetic control [166, 167]; it is believed that such con-

trol takes place mainly through two processes. Firstly, via special bio-

molecules that regulate the uptake and transport of silicon and, secondly,

via an organic matrix (mainly of proteins and polyamins) which plays

the role of a structure-forming scaffold [96, 60].

The role of active transporters has been more discussed in the literat-

ure [169]. After that the cell uptakes silicon (mainly in the form of mono

silicic acid) it is supposed that cell accumulates silicon in a storage pool
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Figure 3.1: The cell cycle of a typical diatom. 1) an adult diatom 2) mitosis has
occurred but the cell does not divide immediately 3 and 4) deposition of new
valves has started inside SDV 5) after the valves are complete, the cell divides
6) daughter cells continue growing along with the deposition of silica in girdle
bands. ( picture after [85])
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[67] and then transport it through cytoplasm to reach the SDV, the loca-

tion of synthesis of the new walls. Interestingly, if we consider all of the

intracellular silicon pool in the form of monosilicic acid, considering the

small volume of the cell, it should have a very high concentration, much

higher than the stability of monosilicic acid, which is around 2mM at

pHs below 9 [73]. It has been an open question how the cell can main-

tain this concentration without the deposition.

There are different scenarios for explaining storage and transport of

silicon in the pool. One of them assumes that silicic acid connects to

some kind of organic molecule and therefore it turns the silicic acid

into another chemical form, creating a solvable silicon pool [7]. This

explanation is in agreement with the uptake behavior of diatoms after

different starvation conditions [171]. Another method assumes special

silicon transport vesicles (STV) which transport silicic acid from the cell

membrane and release their content into SDV by fusing to its membrane

[148]. The third explanation is that oligomerization does indeed occur

inside the cell as soon as there is extra mono silicic acid available inside

cytoplasm and it generates precursors for later deposition inside SDVs.

This explanation is based on NMR data from silicon pools [61].

Finally, after the nutrient (oligomers of silicic acid or pre-synthesized

silica) is provided for SDV, it is deposited, assisted by organic matrix,

and results in the complex silicon structure of the daughter cells walls.

3.2 Synthesis of silica in diatoms

Several models have been proposed to explain synthesis of silica in diat-

oms. In most models the goal is to describe morphology of silica inside

SDV; including DLA growth models [58, 127], bio-molecules mediated

formation and control of aggregate formation [178, 161], self-assembly

of organic matrices which in turn controls silica deposition [164, 165].

There have been few computational models for describing transport and

pre-synthesis of intracellular silicon, mainly in cell cytoplasm. They

usually calculate the temporal changes of silicon amount or the timing
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of silicon synthesis and its relation to other nutrients regarding to the

cell cycle [21, 53]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no spatial-

temporal simulation of silicon transportation and polymerization in di-

atom cytoplasm.

In our model, we focus on the uptake and transport of silicic acid

through the cell membrane and cytoplasm – the step that is vital in

providing the material for the special silica depositing compartment

and, consequently, vital for the cell division. The reaction-diffusion

model used here consists of several compartments and includes poly-

merization reactions and mass transportation by silicon transporters. In

this way we can compare the kinetics of silica condensation in a cell with

in vitro chemical experiments and obtain some insights into the biocon-

trol of silicification.

In order to describe temporal changes during the silica uptake and

synthesis and to look at the cell comportments based on in vivo images

of diatoms, we need to use a spatio-temporal model. This leads us to a

partial differential system of equations which needs to be solved on dif-

ferent boundary conditions. Therefore, the best approach for this model

is the finite element method.

Simulation setup: The species Thalassiosira pseudonana is our model

organism. This diatom has a cylindrical shape; very close to a cylindrical

symmetry around an axis which passes through the center of its valves.

Therefore, it is a good approximation to build the model in two dimen-

sions. The simulation box includes one diatom in the center of an area

of sea water. Figure 3.2 shows the geometry of the model. Only the most

important compartments for silicification have been considered in this

model; including SDVs and the two-section cell membrane.

The old silicon wall around diatom is not considered in the model

as they have a rough structure compared to cell membranes. There-

fore, they are not obstacles or boundaries. Although wall structure can

potentially have an effect on the water flow and distribution of silicon

around the membrane, but since the diffusion time scale is very short

compared to other timescales of the process, diffusion is fast enough to
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provide enough silicic acid for uptake. Therefore, diffusion is not a lim-

iting factor and hence the water flow through the wall structure does not

have a large effect on uptake process on the first approximation.

Our model concerns the period of valve formation in diatom and it

does not cover all the cell cycle. The reason for this choice is that dur-

ing this time the most important event regarding silicification occurs.

Another reason is that the geometry of the cell does not change signific-

antly during this time (see Figure 3.1). Moreover, it has been measured

that most of the silicon uptake happens during this time [171]. So, for

the purpose of simplicity we chose this period of time, while keeping in

mind that it still covers the most significant event in silicification. This

period involves the G2 and M phases, which in the case of T. pseudonana

is approximately 3.5 hours, 35 % of the cell cycle.

The location of the boundary representing the seawater has a dis-

tance from the cell in the center. The distance should be in a way that

at the end of simulation no large gradients in concentrations of chem-

ical species in proximity of the boundaries are observed. If this condi-

tion does not meet, boundaries should be moved further until we make

sure that the effect of truncation on the solution is minimal and we

have smooth concentration profiles. We found that locating boundar-

ies representing the seawater in ten times the size of the diatom is a

good choice, and it is also in agreement with previous models regarding

diatoms [184].

3.3 Reaction-Diffusion model

There are several domains in the model. The first domain represents

the sea water (region 1 in Figure 3.2) that is the environment in which

chemical species being distributed by diffusion, and there is also reac-

tion between H+ and OH−. Since silicic acid concentration in seawater

is far below its solubility [67], we do not consider any polymerization re-

actions in this domain. We also do not take the charged species of mono-

silicic acid into account in silicon uptake in the first approximation, be-
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Figure 3.2: 2D geometry of the model: Domain 1 represents seawater sur-
rounding the diatom. Domain 2 and 3 are the intercellular space and SDV,
respectively.

cause based on a theoretical study, the uncharged species (H4SiO4) is the

most uptake one by diatoms [184]. In the next step, we can consider neg-

atively charged species of silicic acid in sea water and their contribution

to the whole silicon uptake by diatoms.

The second domain (region 2 in Figure 3.2) is the intracellular space.

In this domain, there are diffusion and chemical reactions (mainly oli-

gomerization of silicic acid). This is the domain which includes the so-

called silicon pool. As mentioned in the introduction section, there have

been a number of studies on the transport and storage of silicon in this

domain. This model is based on the NMR data of silicon pool [61] and

assumes that a chain of polymerization reactions occur inside the cell,

and we try to understand the kinetics of these reactions and intracellu-

lar distribution of chemical components.

Deposition of silica is a complex process and it contains different

stages. At ambient temperatures the process begins with the condensa-

tion of monosilicic acid to form disilicic acid. Then this process contin-

ues with monomer addition to form higher oligomers. The first steps of

polymerization reactions have the general form as follow [131],
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Si(OH)4 + Si(OH)3O
−→ (OH)3Si −O − Si(OH)3 +OH− (3.1)

Si(OH)3O
− +Disilicic acid→ T risilicic acid +OH− (3.2)

Si(OH)4 + (Disilicic acid)−→ T risilicic acid +OH− (3.3)

Si(OH)3O
− + T risilicic acid→ T etrasilicic acid +OH− (3.4)

Disilicic acid +Disilicic acid→ T etrasilicic acid + (OH)− (3.5)

Si(OH)4 + (Oligomer)−→Oligomer + (OH)− (3.6)

In summary, in solutions with concentrations that exceed the solu-

bility of amorphous silica, monosilicic acid continues condensation re-

actions leading to the formation of nanocolloidal silica, which can then

(given appropriate conditions) precipitate.

Polymerization of silica has been studied in many chemical experi-

ments e.g. [73, 131], where it takes place in a controlled environment, a

solution with specific concentration, pH, temperature, salinity etc. Dif-

ferent kinetics models have been published recently, e.g. [72]. Moreover,

there is evidence that additives to a solution have a significant impact

on the kinetics of the process [131]. In fact, the intracellular space

includes a variety of different molecules, compartments and chemical

components or possible catalyzer proteins. Therefore, the results from

this model can lead us to an interesting comparison between bio-kinetics

of silicon synthesis in diatoms and the kinetics of the most similar chem-

ical equivalent (similar pH, temperature, and range of concentration).

This will show the effect of a bio-control on polymerization and trans-

port of silica.

The third domain (region 3 in Figure 3.2) lies in SDVs where silicon

deposition and new valves formation occurs. For our current study, this

domain is not considered to be active in numerical solutions. However,

we have a boundary condition which is an influx of all the silicic acid

species. Thus, the membrane of SDVs only acts as a sink of silicon and
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the rate is an input for the model. Inside SDVs, silicon is depositing in

such a way that it makes the chemical species to be separated from the

solution, causing increased absorption of those chemical species. On the

other hand, the present model does not take into account the mechan-

ism by which the absorption or the deposition event inside SDVs occurs.

Instead, it applies an absorption rate as an input, which comes from a

time average of silicon input that SDVs need to make the silica.

System of equations:
Domain1: For the current model we consider that five chemical com-

ponents are present:

c1 = [H4SiO4], c2 = [H3SiO
−
4 ], c3 = [H6Si2O7], c4 = [H+], c5 = [OH−]

(3.7)

So the diffusion equation for the first domain has the form,

∂ci
∂t

=Di 52 ci ; i = 1, ...,5 (3.8)

If we rewrite it for 2D, in Cartesian coordinates, we have:

∂ci
∂t

=Di
∂2ci
∂x2

j

; i = 1, ...,5 ; j = 1,2 (3.9)

where j is the spatial index.

Domain2: Diffusion-reaction system of equation generally has the

following form,

∂ci
∂t

=Di 52 ci +Reaction(ci , ck) ; i,k = 1, ...,5 (3.10)

Considering chemical reactions as follow,

H2O
kw

+

−−−−⇀↽−−−−
kw
−

H+ + OH− (3.11)

H4SiO4
k1

+

−−−⇀↽−−−
k1
−

H3SiO4
− + H+ (3.12)
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H4SiO4 + H3SiO4
− k2

+

−−−⇀↽−−−
k2
−

H6Si2O7 + OH− (3.13)

The system of equations has the form of

dc1

dt
=D1 52 c1 − k+

1 c1 + k−1 c2c4 − k+
2 c1c2 + k−2 c3c5 (3.14)

dc2

dt
=D2 52 c2 + k+

1 c1 − k−1 c2c4 − k+
2 c1c2 + k−2 c3c5 (3.15)

dc3

dt
=D3 52 c3 + k+

2 c1c2 − k−2 c3c5 (3.16)

dc4

dt
=D4 52 c4 + k+

w[H2O]− k−wc4c5 + k+
1 c1 − k−1 c2c4 (3.17)

dc5

dt
=D5 52 c5 + k+

w[H2O]− k−wc4c5 + k+
2 c1c2 − k−2 c3c5 (3.18)

This is a nonlinear second order partial differential equation describ-

ing chemical species rates (first order time derivative). The diffusion

term makes the equations spatial, causes reactions to act as source/sink

terms, and also couples equations together. Since multipliers of concen-

trations appear in reactions terms, they also make the system of equa-

tions nonlinear. The system of equations was solved with the finite ele-

ments method and by using Comsol Multiphysics software.

Parameters and experimental data: A typical cell size that has been

used in the model is approximately 5 by 5.5 micrometers in a 2D cross

section. We found that a square of 60 micrometers is a good choice for

boundaries representing the sea water (see also simulation setup sec-

tion). Other values used for this model are listed in table 3.1. The para-

meters of the model are based on the experimental data (references in

the table). The value for Tr is the transport rate of silicic acid through the

cell membrane and has been applied in the model as Neumann bound-

ary condition. This value was calculated from 3D (in vivo) uptake data

and assuming that cell membrane uptakes silicic acid uniformly in all

the surface. With this assumption and with reduction from surface bound-

aries integrals to linear boundaries integrals, we have calculated the up-

take rate in our 2D model.
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Table 3.1: Parameters of the model

Parameter Value Description Reference

c1−0 100µM c1 in sea water boundary [184]
c2−0 3.18µM c2 in sea water boundary [184]
c3−0 0 c3 in sea water boundary [184]
c4−0 0.01µM c4 in sea water boundary [184]
c5−0 2.75µM c5 in sea water boundary [184]
D 1e − 9m2.s−1 Order of diffusion con-

stant
[184]

Tr 9.42e − 8mol.s−1 Calculated from 3D di-
atom uptake data to the
2D model

[171]

k+
1 2.98 s−1 reaction rate constant [184]
k−1 10e10 L.mol−1.s−1 reaction rate constant [184]
k+

2 10e5 L.mol−1.s−1 reaction rate constant [184]
k−2 10e2 L.mol−1.s−1 reaction rate constant [184]
k+
w 6.6e−4mol.L−1.s−1 reaction rate constant [184]
k−w 2.4e10 L.mol−1.s−1 reaction rate constant [184]
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3.4 Results

The simulations were performed until the equilibrium was reached. The

concentration profiles for the five chemical agents are shown in the fol-

lowing figures. Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of concentration of

mono silicic acid in the neutral form. The diatom cell acts as a sink of

[H4SiO4] but in some areas, because of the geometry of the problem,

specially centric area of diatoms, there is some local accumulation of

monosilicic acid. Figure 3.3b is a closer view to the cell boundaries to-

gether with the gradients of concentration shown as a vector field by

arrows.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Simulation of spatial distribution of chemical component within
a diatom: distribution of [H4SiO4] (a) one cell surounded with seawater. (b)
distribution around the cell and its gradient as arrows.
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Concentration profiles of [H3SiO
−
4 ] and [H6Si2O7] are shown in Fig-

ure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. For [H3SiO
−
4 ], mono silicic acid in a negatively

charged form, there is some outflow, because it is produced during poly-

merization reactions. [H6Si2O7], disilicic acid, is confined to the cell

membrane because the boundaries are assumed to be nontransparent

for polymerized species.

Figure 3.4: Simulation of spatial distribution of chemical component within
a diatom: distribution of [H3SiO

−
4 ] concentration and its gradient (arrows)

around the cell.

Here, instead of showing [H+] and [OH−] concentrations, we look at

pH profile which is a more commonly used quantity. Figure 3.6 shows

that the current system of reactions causes inside of the cell to be more

acidic, especially around the SDV, which is in agreement with experi-

mental observations [179].

3.5 Conclusion and discussion

One of the important and leading factors in biomineralization is the role

of material transport and the rate of providing chemical agents for the

deposition event. The Reaction-Diffusion model is one promising ap-

proach for studying transport of nutrients in a cell compartmental ana-

lysis. It results in spatial-temporal information of concentrations and,

moreover, properties of membranes can be simulated by controlling the

boundary conditions in the model.
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Figure 3.5: Simulation of spatial distribution of chemical component within
a diatom: distribution of [H6Si2O7] concentration and its gradient (arrows)
around the cell.

As it was shown in Figure 3.3, the area between two newly forming

valves where sea water can penetrate, has a high concentration of some

chemical species, such as mono silicic acid, due to the geometry of the

problem. This can be related to the difference of the silica structure

between the two sides of silica valves (proximal and distal surfaces). In

other words, the interior layer of the silica valve has a smoother surface

than the outer layer [68] and this can be explained by an abundance of

nutrients around the outer surface.

Figure 3.6: Simulation of spatial distribution of chemical component within a
diatom: pH of the environment around and inside the diatom cell.

The pH values calculated by the model ( Figure 3.6) show the acidic
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property of the solution inside the cell and specially around deposition

area, SDV. This agrees with experimental data that silicification in di-

atoms happens in an acidic environment [179]. The low pH leads the

reactions towards gel formation [73], however the existence of organic

molecules like silaffins which are most active in acidic condition, causes

the formation of silica spheres [179]. In our model the pH value can also

be used as a tuning parameter in the model. Here, the area around SDV

is only slightly acidic and this can be the effect of simplification in the

reaction terms. Inside the silicon pool there is a chain of polymerization

reactions. In the present model, the polymerization is considered only

up to disilicic acid formation and this already provides an indication of

how the polymerization can change the equilibrium and together with

diffusion change the pattern of mass distribution. Adding more reac-

tions can be considered as extension of this model. However, it should

be noted that introducing more reactions results in a more complex nu-

merical system with several coupled PDEs and also reaction kinetic con-

stants that should be estimated by experimental data or be considered

as free parameters of the model.

Another control factor in our model is fluxes through membranes.

In the present work, the flux of monosilicic acid towards the cell has

been selected based on an experimental measurement of an average of

the uptake rates by diatoms. This can also be considered differently, for

example by a Michaelis-Menten saturation equation or an equation for

exchange pumps in the model, in order to study its effect on all dis-

tributions and rates e.g. [41]. Regarding this consideration, there are

studies on T. pseudonana silicon transporters activities and their regu-

latory level during the cell cycle [169]. The result of this type of study

in our model can be compared to the protein data and this can be a good

combination of genetic, physical and chemical mechanisms in biosilici-

fication.

In summary, we have presented a spatio-temporal model for simu-

lation of silica synthesis intracellularly in diatoms. In this model the

kinetics of silica polymerization reactions and diffusion as the method
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of transport has been studied. Two cell compartments are considered,

however the focus is on transport of silica in cytoplasm or so-called, sil-

icon pool. Since the synthesis of silica is a very complex process, we

applied some simplifications such as, considering only the most import-

ant oligomers of silica for the first approximation. The results of our

model, which are the concentration profiles of different chemical com-

ponents, show agreements with the experimental in vivo evidences, spe-

cially about the pH of the environment around SDV. In addition to un-

derstanding mechanisms of silica transport and synthesis, this type of

model gives us the information about nature of silica being uptake by

SDV (the form of precursors) and the rate by which cell can provide

them for deposition of silica in SDV. Having this information the simu-

lations for pattern formation (like the modified DLA model explained in

the previous chapter) can be more realistic and results in morphologies

closer to the real biosilica structures.
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This chapter is based on: N. Javaheri, R. Dries, and J.A. Kaandorp. Un-

derstanding the Sub-Cellular Dynamics of Silicon Transportation and

Synthesis in Diatoms Using Population-Level Data and Computational

Optimization, PLoS computational biology 10.6, 2014: e1003687, DOI:

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003687.
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Abstract

Controlled synthesis of silicon is a major challenge in nanotechnology

and material science. Diatoms, the unicellular algae, are an inspiring

example of silica biosynthesis, producing complex and delicate nano-

structures. This happens in several cell compartments, including cyto-

plasm and silica deposition vesicle (SDV). Considering the low concen-

tration of silicic acid in oceans, cells have developed silicon transporter

proteins (SIT). Moreover, cells change the level of active SITs during one

cell cycle; likely as a response to the level of external nutrients and in-

ternal deposition rates. Despite this topic being of fundamental interest,

the intracellular dynamics of nutrients and cell regulation strategies re-

main poorly understood. One reason is the difficulties in measurements

and manipulation of these mechanisms at such small scales and even

when possible, data often contain large errors. Therefore, using compu-

tational techniques seems inevitable. We have constructed a mathemat-

ical model for silicon dynamics in the diatom Thalassiosira pseudonana

in four compartments: external environment, cytoplasm, SDV and de-

posited silica. The model is built on mass conservation and Michaelis-

Menten kinetics as mass transport equations. In order to find the free

parameters of the model from sparse, noisy experimental data, an op-

timization technique (global and local search), together with enzyme re-

lated penalty terms, have been applied. We have connected population-

level data to individual cell level quantities including the effect of early

division of non-synchronized cells. Our model is robust, proven by sens-

itivity and perturbation analysis, and predicts dynamics of intracellular

nutrients and enzymes in different compartments. The model produces

different uptake regimes, previously recognized as surge, externally-

controlled and internally-controlled uptakes. Finally, we imposed a flux

of SITs to the model and compared it with previous classical kinetics.

The model introduced here can be generalized in order to analyze differ-

ent biomineralizing organisms and to test different chemical pathways

only by switching the system of mass transport equations.
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4.1 Introduction

Every cell has at least one membrane to separate it from the outside en-

vironment and to make it a living unit. The existence of a membrane and

the division of the cell space (compartments) causes a discontinuity in

the distribution of materials and energy between the inside and the out-

side of the cell. This introduces an effective control on cell preferences

for material synthesis and energy production/consumption. Moreover,

the membrane borders have an effect on the geometry of structures that

they surround. One of common means for this control is through the

production of specific proteins that act as transporters. The mass trans-

port through different cell compartments is a universal phenomenon

and, since it has a significant effect on all subsequent intercellular pro-

cesses, it attracts great interest for compartmental modeling studies [51,

29, 89].

One interesting example of compartmental strategies by cells for

control of material synthesis is found in biomineralizing organisms that

make specific patterned minerals with the assistance of biomolecules

[100, 60, 131]. Examples of this are iron oxides and sulfides in bac-

teria, silicates in diatoms, carbonates in algae, and calcium phosphates

and carbonates in vertebrates [110, 92]. They uptake, synthesize and

consume minerals in favor of producing hard skeletons in combination

with an organic matrix (hybrid materials).

4.1.1 Diatoms

Diatoms are the eukaryotic unicellular organisms, living in marine and

fresh water environments. Diatoms are producers in the food chain.

They generate around 40% of all organic carbon in the sea [122]. They

contribute to the global carbon cycle, by photosynthetic carbon fixation

as much as all the terrestrial rain forests do [52, 95] and therefore, it is

likely that they have influenced the global climate over millions of years,

by the inward flux of carbon dioxide to the oceans [28]. Moreover, they

are major players in the silicon cycle of the oceans [174].
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Figure 4.1: Cell cycle and cell division of diatoms: (A) Schematic picture of
different stages of the asexual cell cycle of a typical diatom: Silica wall is com-
posed of valves and girdle bands. 1: a full-size diatom cell, 2: Cell during the
DNA replication (S-phase), 3; immediately after this silica deposition in SDV
starts, 4 and 5: the valve formation continues until it is ready for the new sibling
cells and then the cell divides (G2+M-phase), 6: new cells grow accompanied
with silica girdle bands formation (G1) until it achieves the full size. (B)and(C)
SEM images of diatom Thalassiosira psuedonana. The image of silica frustules
of one diatom including valves and girdle bands (B) and a diatom during cell
division (C).
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The distinctive feature of diatoms is that they synthesize a wall around

themselves, called frustule, made of amorphous silica [(SiO2)n(H2O)],

which is delicately patterned, down to the scale of nanometers. The

frustule structure varies between different species of diatoms and also

between different growth conditions [128, 175, 124]. The precision in

controlled mineralization is one of the reasons that they have been at-

tracting increasing interest for a long time, from a material science per-

spective [128, 155, 59, 103, 115, 121]. The oldest diatom fossils have

been dated back to 185 Mya [81]. It is suggested that the abundance and

ecological success of diatoms can be a result of their silica walls - living

in a “glass house” [160, 62]. Diatom frustules are typically composed

of two parts: the valve, which forms the larger outer surface and girdle

bands, which are rings of silica being produced during cell growth (Fig-

ure 4.1A).

The necessity of silica formation for diatom cells imposes special

steps in their cell cycle. Figure 4.1A depicts the asexual cell cycle of

a typical diatom. Before a cell divides, new silica valves for the next

generation are formed inside a specialized vesicle, the Silica Deposition

Vesicle (SDV) [46, 133]. After this event, daughter cells separate and

start growing, which includes the growth in the cell volume and also the

silica girdle bands until the cell reaches its largest size.

If the amount of silicon in the environment is depleted to almost

zero; most cells are arrested in the G1-phase or G2-M phase, with the

G1 arrest point being generally predominant [177, 27, 69]. This prop-

erty has been very useful in diatom studies because under silicon starva-

tion condition, cells become mostly synchronized in their cell cycle and

therefore, an individual cell can be studied easier with the data from

population-level quantities. However, even in the best case usually up

to 80% of the cells are synchronized and, therefore, there will be an error

in downscaling to a single cell dynamics from macroscopic quantities.

Because of the specific cell division form, including one valve grow-

ing inside another, in many species of diatoms, one of the daughter cells

becomes smaller after each generation. To overcome this problem, after
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many generations, cells that are smaller than a critical threshold will

be regenerated to the original size via sexual reproduction [94]. For

some species of diatoms, however, sexual reproduction has never been

observed [143, 70]. A study on the frustule formation based on fluor-

escence imaging of the species Thalassiosira pseudonana, suggests that

sometimes girdle bands close to the cell center expand and are thus able

to accommodate a new valve, which is not smaller than parent’s valves

[69].

The silica wall architecture is a species-specific characteristic of di-

atoms, which is an indication that the synthesis of silica is highly ge-

netically controlled, in addition to being chemically and physically con-

trolled. Since the entire genome of some species of diatoms has been

sequenced (Thalassiosira pseudonana: [112] and Phaeodactylum tricor-

nutum: [20]), there have recently been greater insights into this genetic

control [166, 167]. Figure 4.2 is a diagram showing cell control mech-

anisms. It is believed that such control takes place mainly through two

processes. Firstly, via synthesizing and providing special membranes

like SDV and secondly, via producing functional biomolecules. The first

type of silicification-related biomolecules regulate uptake and transport

of silicon and the second type are involved in deposition of silica in-

cluding proteins and polyamines, which play the role of catalyst or a

structure forming scaffold [100, 60, 140, 135, 84].

Our model organism is Thalassiosira pseudonana. Figure 4.1B and

4.1C shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of this species.

In Figure 4.1B the silica structure of valves, which is specific for this

species, and girdle bands, which have a finer and more regular structure,

are presented. Figure 4.1C shows the image of a diatom captured during

the last step of cell division. It is clear in this image that the daughter

cells already have completed valves before division takes place.

4.1.2 Silicon uptake

Diatoms take silicon mostly in the form of neutral orthosilicic acid Si(OH)4

[44, 184]. The low concentration of silicic acid in present oceans might
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Figure 4.2: Biological control over biosilicification: Cell controls mineraliza-
tion through two types of mechanisms: By formation of membranes in order to
make specialized compartments like SDV and by producing biomolecules such
as silicon transporter proteins and biomolecules involved in silica deposition.
The later includes molecules with the role of scaffold or catalyzer.

be the reason for the development of active transportation. Cells syn-

thesize special silicic acid transporter proteins (SITs) to act on the mem-

brane for making an inward silicon flux in the cell. The role of SITs has

been discussed in several studies, e.g. [68, 145].

In T. pseudonana three distinct SIT genes have been analyzed for

their regulatory mechanisms. It has been shown that SIT protein levels

change during a synchronized cell cycle (up to 50% changes around an

average value) and that the peaks of their profile occur during silica de-

position periods of the cell cycle. Moreover, the peaks in mRNA levels

happen in S-phase, where the period prior to valve formation shows the

highest uptake rate [170]. This causes non-classical enzyme kinetics,

which is when the kinetic coefficients are time-dependent in contrast to

classical enzyme kinetics when the coefficients are assumed to be con-

stant. In this case, the maximum uptake rate is not constant, but it is

a dynamic quantity due to the flux of enzyme production and dynamic
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enzyme activities [170]. This effect changes the chemical pathways [17].

More interestingly, the SIT3 mRNA level is much lower than SIT1 and

SIT2 and also SIT3 is not up-regulated in response to silicon starvation

or cell cycle as much [112, 170]. This suggests that SIT3 might act as a

sensor for external silicon concentration [42]. The sensor role of some

proteins has been observed in other cells like yeast (e.g. [87]). In that

case when the nutrient concentration is lower than a threshold a differ-

ent type of transporter with a high affinity is produced. This behavior

is associated with a dual-transport system, which has been shown in the

case of yeast that it prolongs the preparation for starvation and it facil-

itates the subsequent recovery of cells [87].

4.1.3 Silicon storage and pre-synthesis in diatoms silicon pool

After cell uptakes silicon it stores it partly in a soluble silicon pool and

then transports it through cytoplasm to reach the SDV, the location of

the new synthesizing walls. Currently, the intracellular location of the

pool and the mechanisms by which it is transported to SDV is not com-

pletely understood. Interestingly, if we consider all the intracellular sil-

icon pool in the form of monosilicic acid, considering the small volume

of the cell, it should have a concentration higher than the solubility of

monosilicic acid, which is around 2mM at pHs below 9 [73]. It has thus

been an open question as to how the cell can maintain this concentration

without deposition. There are different scenarios for explaining the stor-

age and transport of silicon in the pool. One of these scenarios assumes

that the silicic acid binds to some type of organic molecule and thus

makes a soluble silicon pool [7]. This explanation is supported by the

uptake behavior of diatoms after different starvation conditions [171].

Another scenario assumes the existence of special silicon transport ves-

icles (STVs), which transport silicic acid from the cell membrane and re-

lease their content into SDV by fusing to its membrane [148], however,

the existence of silicon inside such vesicles, to the best of our knowledge,

has not been proved. A third scenario shows that oligomerization starts

inside the cell as soon as there is enough monosilicic acid available in the
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cytoplasm, generating precursors for later deposition inside SDVs. This

explanation is based on NMR data from silicon pools (see the following).

Recently, the NMR chemical shift technique has been a powerful way

for understanding the forms of silicic acid based on their connections to

other molecules. With this data it has been shown that the majority of

silicon in the entire cell is in a polymerized form [61]. However, this

data does not necessarily exclude the possibility that the first explana-

tion could have a role (because this method cannot distinguish between

free monosilicic acid and its attachment to an organic molecule), but it

shows clearly that intracellular silicon is mostly in the form of oligomers.

Finally, after the nutrient (oligomers of silicic acid and pre-synthesized

silica) is provided for SDV, silica precipitation and pattern formation

occur.

In this study, we model silicon uptake, transportation and synthesis

in diatoms. We use the nonlinear Michaelis-Menten kinetics for protein

activities as mass transport equations. The model is composed of four

compartments: external environment, cytoplasm, SDV and deposited

silica. In order to find the unknown parameters of our compartmental

model, scatter search, (a global optimization technique), has been ap-

plied for fitting the model to experimental data on silicon consumption

and cell population growth. To add constraints to the model, a penalty

term is added to the objective (cost) function. Additionally, the optim-

ized solutions have been tested with sensitivity and perturbation ana-

lysis. The resulting robust optimized solutions predict silicon dynamics

and intracellular biosilicification rates which are in agreement with ex-

perimental measurements. With the insight from SITs expression level

data, we then impose a flux of proteins during the cell cycle and invest-

igate its effect on silicon uptake rates.
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4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Compartmental modeling

In order to model the distribution and transportation of materials in

cells, two computational methods have been commonly used. In the

first method, spatial and temporal quantities are both important and a

system of PDEs should be solved with some degree of accuracy. How-

ever, in many cases, cell processes are not diffusion-limited, meaning

that the rate of another event that plays the role of a sink or a source, is

slower than diffusion rate and thus diffusion is fast enough to keep the

distribution of materials homogenous in the time-scale of interest.

Figure 4.3: Four compartments considered in the computational modeling and
kinetics of their communication: Compartment 1 is environment from which
diatom uptakes silicic acid by means of silicon transporter proteins (SIT) loc-
ated on cell membrane. Then silicon most likely stored in compartment 2, the
cytoplasm, and transported to SDV, the compartment 3, again through SITs. In
SDV the soluble silicon finally deposits and forms the silica frustule, which is
compartment 4. Green arrows show the cell regulation over amount of SITs.
Once cell nucleus receives the related signals based on information from in-
side and outside the cell, with some mechanisms which are mostly unknown, it
changes the level of SITs to control the inward flux of silicon to compartments
(This figure is a schematic graph. In reality location of SITs is not completely
clear).

To investigate the effect of diffusion on transport of silicon two types

of diffusion rates have been calculated. For the detailed calculation see
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section 4.A.1 from Appendix. The first type is diffusion through mem-

brane. Even though the membrane is semi-permeable for monosilicic

acid, which is a small, uncharged molecule, the rate of diffusion is much

smaller than the observed uptake rate [138, 75, 162, 139]. Therefore,

it seems that active transporters are the most important method for the

transport. The second type of diffusion is responsible for distribution of

materials close to the membrane in each of its sides. In section 4.A.1 we

show that diffusion of silicic acid in water is fast enough compared to the

rate of uptake, that it will not be a controlling factor (See Figure 4.16 in

section 4.A.1). The diffusion-mediated Michaelis-Menten equation also

shows that the effect of diffusion on the total rate is negligible [17]. This

allows us to use compartmental modeling as a good approximation.

If cells have several compartments, the chemical and physiological

characteristics of inside and outside compartments can differ signific-

antly. This is an efficient mechanism for regulating special events and as

expected it requires energy for synthesizing new biomaterials for mem-

branes. In such a process that is not diffusion-limited the second mod-

eling approach, compartmental modeling, is suitable. Compartmental

modeling includes a system of ODEs that describes the dynamics of ma-

terials inside and its transportation between compartments. There are

several reasons that the uptake of silicon, in the form of mono silicic

acid, is mostly controlled by enzymatic reactions. For instance, cells use

the so-called SIT (silicon transporters) genes to produce proteins with

active uptake sites and subsequently lower the energy barrier for silicon

uptake through membranes. Although in most studies of SITs, the fo-

cus is on the SITs on cell membranes, but the expression level and other

relevant data usually is derived from the whole cell proteins analysis.

Since in diatom cells, there is a specialized compartment for silica syn-

thesis and deposition which is surrounded by a membrane, there is no

reason why this membrane shouldn’t be equipped with SITs; either in

the same form or a similar form. Moreover, the permeability of intracel-

lular membranes to silicic acid is low enough that transporter proteins

still are likely the major way of transportation [138].
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Our compartmental model includes four compartments (see Figure

4.3) and we aim to model the temporal changes in amount of silicon

(mol), regardless of the form of the silicon compound, inside those four

parts. Once silicic acid is inside the cell, it will likely undergo polymer-

ization [61]. The silica polymerization chain of reactions contains many

reaction terms, giving rise to a high degree of complexity. Moreover,

there is not much known about the oligomer form of silicic acid in di-

atoms. Therefore, a useful and applicable approach is to consider the

total amount of silicon in each compartment and calculate the temporal

changes of this quantity.

In order to include the deposition of silica in the SDV, we consider

deposited amorphous silica as one compartment. Biological molecules,

which consist mainly of proteins and long chain polyamines (LCPAs),

have a major role in silica polymerization and pattern formation [166,

167, 140, 135, 84]. The process by which they guide biomineralization

is studied to some extent but still not completely understood. Moreover,

there are a variety of complex events happening in SDV, including self-

aggregation of organic molecules and organic matrix formation, poly-

merization of silicic acid and formation of oligomers both from mono-

silicic acid and also from precursors of oligomers, nucleation and phase

separation and formation of silica under a controlled condition of con-

centrations and pH values. Also those events have different time and

spatial scales [100, 60, 131]. It is apparent that the entire process is too

complex to be studied in a single model. In our model, we present the

equilibrium condition of the SDV membrane to be described by a cata-

lytic process. Moreover, we introduce the phase separation event, the

transport between the soluble and deposited silica in SDV, as the trans-

port between compartments 3 and 4.

Figure 4.3 also shows the cell control over level of SITs, which is reg-

ulated in response to changes in external concentrations of silicic acid

and internal consumption of silicon, as discussed earlier in the intro-

duction. We introduce this control in one of our experiments by adding

a flux term to the rate equation of the SITs.
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In this model the focus is on uptake and transportation of silicic

acid through the cell membrane and cytoplasm. This step is vital in

providing the material for the silica depositing compartment and, con-

sequently, vital for the cell division.

4.2.2 Kinetics of Mass-transportation – Forward problem

Relation between individual-cell-level and population-level quantit-
ies: A multiscale problem

To model a biological system containing a population of cells and

a common medium we need equations describing the dynamics of the

medium and the dynamics of individual cells. This could be written as

equations 4.1 and 4.2.

dYj
dt

= fj(Yj ,P,S, t); j = 1, ...,N (4.1)

dS
dt

= g(Y1, ...,YN ,S,N , t) (4.2)

Y is a vector containing all dependent variables of intracellular dy-

namics like concentrations, P is a vector containing all independent para-

meters of the intracellular model, S is the external nutrient concentra-

tion, andN is the total number of cells. Equation 4.1 describes the intra-

cellular dynamics of cell j, which is a function of internal and external

quantities. On the other hand, equation 4.2 describes the nutrient dy-

namics in the medium as a function of intracellular variables and ex-

ternal variables like total number of cells.

The difficulty with this system is the heterogeneity of cells; each cell

can have a slightly different behavior that the next one. Also cells can

be in different parts of their cell cycle. It is possible to represent the

different phases of cell cycle with a parameter, θ, in the range of [0,2π].

At θ = 2π the cell divides and two new cells with phases θ = 0 emerge.

With this definition and assuming that all cells in the same cell cycle

phase behave similar, each cell with index j can be known with its phase

.
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There are different types of computational modeling techniques for

solving such a problem. In some studies, different cells are referred

with only one parameter like biomass and then it is connected to the

population level dynamics with one equation, population-balance equa-

tion. These types of modeling do not consider the intracellular dynam-

ics. Another class of models is cell ensemble modeling, where equation

4.1 holds for dynamics of intracellular quantities, but some randomness

is added to the parameters in order to represent the deviation of cells

from an average behavior. Therefore, there are ensembles of cells in dif-

ferent states in addition to equation 4.2 to connect them to the common

medium (for a review see: [66]). However, the number of cells that can

be simulated in this way is limited, because the computational cost for

these types of modeling is high and, therefore, it also puts a limitation

on the amount of complexity in intracellular model.

In our model, we consider the intracellular dynamics for one type

of cells, the type that is in majority after the synchronization. However,

as we will show in this section, we make sure that the effect of non-

synchronized (minority of cells) also has been counted in the dynamics

of the nutrient in the medium.

The experimental setup by which the data that we used was meas-

ured [61] is a population of diatom cells and a medium (artificial sea-

water). Moreover, prior to the measurements, there is a period of silicon

starvation, in which cells have been kept in a silicon-free medium for

24 hours [61]. The reason for this preparation period, as we explained

in introduction, is to synchronize cells as much as possible to create a

framework for using the macroscopic scale, population-level quantities

to infer cell-level dynamics. Therefore, the total amount of silicon con-

sumption, after the start of the experiment and adding silicon, is due

to consumption by all present diatoms in the population. However, it

is known that only up to 80% of cells are synchronized in the best case

[69]. In other words, not all the cells will stop their cell cycle in the

main arrest point. For this reason, if we look at the cell population or

cell density measurement during the observation time, for about 2 hours
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cell density remains almost constant but afterwards, it starts growing for

the next 3 hours [61]. If the synchronicity were perfect we would expect

cell density to remain constant until around the end and then a rapid

growth to happen to make the population double in size, due to cell

division.

We define θ = 0 to be the phase where most of the cells after syn-

chronization are located, which is somewhere in G1 phase. Consider

Cu(t,θj ) to be the total amount of silicon in an average cell j at time t

with the unit of mol.cell−1, Cm(t) (equivalent to S in 4.2) to be nutri-

ent (silicic acid) concentration in the medium at time t with the unit of

mol.L−1 and N (t) as cell density at time t with the unit of cells.L−1 and

V to be the total volume of the cell culture with the unit of L. Thus the

mass conservation law for nutrient amount is as follow,

VCm(t) +
VN (t)∑
j=1

Cu(t,θj ) = VCm(t = 0) = constant (4.3)

Assuming all the cells to have the same function of Cu as the syn-

chronized cells, then,

Cm(t) +N (t)Cu(t,0) = Cm(t = 0) = constant (4.4)

The time-derivative of 4.4 results in,

dCm(t)
dt

= −N (t)
dCu(t)
dt

−Cu(t)
dN (t)
dt

(4.5)

The right-hand side of equation 4.5 contains two terms. The first

term is the summation of uptake rates of all cells in the culture, assum-

ing that they were all synchronized. The second term, however, is rep-

resenting the effect of non-synchronized cells; if number of cells stays

constant during the observation time, the second term is equal to zero.

Therefore, the nutrient in the medium decreases not only because of

nutrient uptake by cells but also because of emerging new cells (When

cells divide, both N and Cu change; Cu changes because there is now a

larger number of diatoms to calculate the average over). Equation 4.5
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then will be connected to the intracellular dynamics of a synchronized

cell. We can say that a typical synchronized cell gets information about

other (non-synchronized) cells being divided, only through the common

nutrient in the medium concentration. In the results section, we will

show the role of each term in the whole amount of silicon consumption

in our model and thus in the intracellular dynamics.

Single cell dynamics
There are different methods for modeling transportation through

biological membranes. Based on the information derived from exper-

iments, a specific kinetic pathway is inferred. Usually, for the sake of

simplicity, only the chemical pathways representing the most important

and relevant physiological events in a single cell are considered. The

uptake rates of silicic acid in diatoms in most cases has been observed to

have a saturable curve, which can be described with a Michaelis-Menten

kinetics. In the case of exponentially growing diatom cultures and in

short incubation times, the kinetics is reported to show a biphasic be-

havior [171]. However, in kinetics of uptake rates for a synchronized

culture of cells, which have been in silicon starvation for a long period

before the experiment, always has shown a saturable behavior (For more

discussion see section 4.A.1). Since we are using the data related to the

synchronized cells, in our model, we use Michaelis-Menten enzyme kin-

etics for silicon transportation towards the cell and towards the SDV. We

also use the enzyme kinetics for silica deposition as an event happening

inside SDV.

Assuming that the uptake sites are located on the membrane and

nutrient species can freely diffuse, then we describe enzymatic processes

by means of the following reactions:

Cm +E1f
k1→ E1Cm

k2→ Cp +E1f (4.6)

Cp +E2f
k3→ E2Cp

k4→ Cs +E2f (4.7)
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Cs +E3f
k5→ E3Cs

k6→ Cd +E3f (4.8)

where Cm,Cp,Cs,Cd are the concentration of silicon in the four com-

partments: medium, cytoplasm, SDV and deposited silica respectively.

E1f ,E2f ,E3f are concentration of free active sites of proteins (the first

two, transporters and the third deposition-related) and E1Cm,E2Cp,E3Cs
are the temporary occupied active sites in each time step. k1, ..., k6 are

equilibrium constants of transportation equations.

Based on immunoblots data, SIT protein levels change during the

cell cycle. A minimum occurs in the S phase of the cell cycle when silica

deposition is not taking place [170]. We assume that the total amount

of enzymes is constant during the time for the first simulation. This is

based on classical enzyme kinetics. For the second simulation, we define

relative changes of total SITs as a function of time based on the relative

level of protein changes derived from experimental data [170].

Therefore, equations 4.9 -4.11 describe the conservation of the total

number of proteins. In the second case, the right hand side of equation

4.9 -4.10 are multiplied by a dimensionless function of time.

E1f (t) +E1Cm(t) =

 E1f (t0); simulation1

E1f (t0)f (t); simulation2
(4.9)

E2f (t) +E2Cp(t) =

 E2f (t0); simulation1

E2f (t0)f (t); simulation2
(4.10)

E3f (t) +E3Cs(t) = E3f (t0) (4.11)

In eqs. 4.6-4.8 there are ten state variables, which together determine

state of the system, changing over time. However, considering the above

constraints, only seven of them are independent from each other and

thus seven variables are enough to describe the state of the system. Nev-

ertheless, we will still use all equations in the model for the purpose of a

better representation of enzyme kinetics. Some initial values of quantit-

ies involved in reactions are known, based on our choice of model setup
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and experimental data (timing of the experiment and starvation period)

(See eq. 4.12 for details). However, there are some quantities where their

initial values have to be considered as unknown parameters. These are

initial amount of free enzymes, for which, to the best of our knowledge,

there is no quantitative measurements available. There are, however,

some studies that use the immunoblot of cell proteins to measure SIT

proteins level during the cell cycle. This kind of experiment shows pro-

tein level changes over time, so it is a relative measure and not the abso-

lute number [33, 170]. There is only an estimation of these numbers in

literature that we have used to choose the range of search space for these

parameters in the optimization simulation (see table 4.1).

In enzyme kinetics, usually the kinetic parameters of chemical re-

actions are introduced in terms of half-saturation and maximum rates.

For a better comparison with literature we changed the kinetic paramet-

ers of the model (k1, ..., k6) to this type of parameters (vector P in eq.

4.12). These parameter changes come from Michaelis-Menten calcula-

tions. Moreover, we added Cu , uptake by one cell, to the list of states

variable to connect equations of individual and population level (vector

Y in eq. 4.12). All state variables are in the units ofmol.cell−1 except Cm,

which has the unit of mol.L−1. Finally, we define the parameters vector,

state variables vector and their initial values, immediately after silicon

starvation, for solving ODEs as shown in eq. 4.12.

P =



k2
k1

k2.E1f (t0)

E1f (t0)
k4
k3

k4.E2f (t0)

E2f (t0)
k6
k5

k6.E3f (t0)

E3f (t0)



, Y =



Cu
E1f

E1Cm
Cp
E2f

E2Cp
Cs
E3f

E3Cs
Cd
Cm



, Y0 =



0

p3

0

0

p6

0

0

p9

0

0

Cm0



(4.12)
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Using the law of the mass action and equation 4.5 derived from mass

conservation, system of equations of the model is complete. The system

of equations is provided in section 4.A.2 in equations 4.24-4.34.

4.2.3 Problem of Parameter Estimation– Inverse problem

Formulation of the optimization problem
To understand sub-cellular processes, computational modeling, based

on knowledge of the cell cycle and experimental data mostly at the population-

level, is a strong and necessary tool. Using a mathematical model to pro-

duce the results comparable with those obtained from an experiment is

called the forward problem. Equations 4.24-4.34, assuming availability of

all parameters, describe a forward problem. However, when it comes to

real cases, most of the models for intracellular dynamics contain several

unknown parameters. This is usually unavoidable because the measure-

ment of transport rates during the observation time and for all compart-

ments in vivo is not feasible and any data that can estimate them might

contain a large error. Such a problem appears in biological systems of-

ten. To overcome this we need to design a parameter estimation or op-

timization problem i.e. to find the best set of parameters that makes the

model output fit to available experimental data as closely as possible.

This is called the inverse problem. The inverse problem is not always

solvable and it critically depends on the mathematical model, signific-

ance and accuracy of data [4, 5, 147]; A model that conveys too much

complexity compared to the available data, insufficient data or noisy

data can result in a failure in solving the optimization problem. The

entire method is an iterative process meaning that the designed model

and its optimized solutions can predict some unavailable data and the

result will shed light on our understanding of how those mechanisms

work, in order to predict a more suitable model and to provide more

realistic data estimations.

The main task in optimization is to minimize a problem-dependent

objective function or cost function. In the general form, the objective

function is made of two terms as follows,
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Table 4.1: Parameters of the computational model: The values for the range
of parameters for the optimization search are approximate values, based on
experimental measurements.

Parameter Description Dimension Value Reference

p1 Half-
saturation
constant1

µmolL−1 1− 100 [171]

p2,p5 Maximum rate
constant 1 and
2

f mol.cell−1.h−1 0.6− 60 [171]

p3,p6,p9 Initial number
of active sites
1,2 and 3

f mol.cell−1 10−6 − 1 [171, 17]

p4 Half-
saturation
constant 2

f mol.cell−1 10−5 − 1 [171]

p7 Half-
saturation
constant 3

f mol.cell−1 10−3 − 10 [17]

p8 Maximum rate
constant 3

f mol.cell−1.h−1 6 × 10−2 − 6 ×
102

[17]

vc Cell volume L.cell−1 (1− 5)× 10−14 our data
d Cell diameter m 5× 10−6 our data
A Cell surface m2 3.5× 10−11 our data
D Diffusion coef-

ficient of silicic
acid in water

m2.s−1 1.5× 10−9 [184]
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EObjective =
N∑
i=1

(hi(ti ,K,Y)− xi)2

σ2
i

+EP enalty (4.13)

where xis are the observed experimental data and hi is a function

of model quantities used to calculate the equivalent measure. σi is the

standard deviation of experimental errors in the data. The first term

is based on weighted least square method which is the most common

method for building objective function [156]. The second term in equa-

tion 4.13 is the penalty term. When there is a constrained problem,

the penalty method helps to turn the constrained problem to an un-

constrained problem and in this way, we are able to use the success-

ful optimization algorithms for unconstrained problem to solve the con-

strained problem [111].

The criterion for accepting the objective function (objective toler-

ance) is defined based on the amount of error in the input data, which

is our benchmark for fitting. The range of parameters that result in this

range of the objective function is called the acceptance interval. If any

changes in parameters can produce a value for (hi(ti ,K,Y) − xi)2 that is

smaller than σ2
i , those changes are not meaningful anymore. Also any

attempt to find a smaller (hi(ti ,K,Y) − xi)2, will result in overfitting the

data and will add the experimental data noise to the numerical model;

something that should be avoided as much as possible.

Often, the input information is insufficient to solve the inverse prob-

lem or, in other words, the parameters cannot be estimated. The input

information consists of the model structure, the data used for fitting and

the constraints on the model. We will show in results section that consid-

ering the choice of data, placing some constraints via a penalty function

is necessary for our compartmental model. Equation 4.14 is the penalty

function that we have used in our model.

EP enalty = ΠK−bound +Π1 +Π2 +Π3 (4.14)

Some of the constrains we aim to impose on our model, limit the

search space of parameters (ΠK−bound) and this is of great importance.
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When there is some pre-knowledge about the range of the parameters

from literature, it is necessary to apply them in order to reduce the com-

putational time of the solution convergence and also likely increase the

quality of the solutions. Another group of constraints comes from our

knowledge of the state variables. We have imposed these types of con-

straints through functions: Π1,Π2 and Π3. One important constraint in

enzyme kinetics is that the amount of enzymes is much lower than the

total amount of substrate and product (because enzymes are not con-

sumed during the reactions). We represent this constraint mathematic-

ally as equation 4.15.

Π1(K,Y, t) =

eλ1(γp3−Y(tmax ,4)); γp3 −Y(tmax,4) > 0

0; Otherwise
(4.15)

If the constraint in eq. 4.15 is violated, then a penalty term is ad-

ded to the cost function and that set of parameters is pushed to be far

from the minimum cost, and therefore less favorable as the final solu-

tion. The penalty function is by definition, continuous, as it is in eq.

4.15. γ is a parameter that imposes the strength of inequality. A big-

ger γ brings a stronger constraint. λ1 is called the regulatory factor or

penalty coefficient. It is a tuning parameter used to make the “penal-

ized unconstrained problem” as similar as possible to the original con-

strained problem. We have chosen this value such that it adds a penalty

value comparable to the first term of the objective function, once the

constraint is violated. The value for γ has been chosen to be relatively

small (5 in most experiments) in order to avoid a very strong constraint

and to allow a bigger range of acceptance for parameters. For the second

and the third enzymes, similar expressions provide the definition of the

last two terms in the penalty function (Π2 and Π3).

Choosing experimental data
There have been several experimental studies on T. pseudonana sil-

icon uptake rates and population growth. Table 4.2 shows a summary of

some of the studies, where each of them has slight or major differences
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in setups and initial conditions. We presented these conditions together

with some of their measurements in table 4.2.

The data that we have used for parameter estimation is the temporal

changes in concentration of silicic acid in environment (Cm) together

with the population of diatoms (N ) [61], from which we then find the

best parameters in our compartmental model to fit for the measured

values. Moreover, we include the one data point from the deposited

amount of silica (Cd), coming from the data on the average amount of

silica in diatoms walls, which is approximately 20f mol in each daughter

cell of T. pseudonana. Therefore, this is the value that we consider, with

a big error (at least 5%), for the final amount of Cd or y10.

Solving the optimization problem
There are many different numerical methods to find optimized para-

meters. Generally speaking, the methods are considered to be local or

global. The first class of methods relies on local search algorithms. They

are usually fast, but as the name suggests, they find local optima and

they do not have a mechanism to escape that optima in order to find

the lowest objective function over the entire search space of parameters.

Usually the landscape of the objective function is unknown; therefore,

there is often an essential need for a second class of optimization meth-

ods, which use global search algorithms. These types of algorithms are

computationally expensive.

There are a number of different global optimization methods, many

of which have been applied to problems with biochemical pathways

[109, 113]. For example, one method uses the so-called kinetic theory

for active particles, where it can also reduce the number of parameters

and therefore make the solution of the inverse problem more accurate

[10, 9]. We have used scatter search, which is a population-based meta-

heuristic algorithm for global search. It shares many features with evol-

utionary algorithms, such as genetic algorithm, in principle [48, 49]. We

combined the scatter search with a local search algorithm and a penalty

function to achieve a good rate of convergence and a good set of solu-

tions.
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Parameter identifiability, sensitivity and perturbation analysis
Designing a model and some experimental data to use as fitting cri-

teria is only one part of the procedure for finding the valid unknown

parameters and building a meaningful model. In fact, it usually does

not happen that the optimized parameters found from the simulation

are immediately the only and the correct solutions. For instance, the

inverse problem often does not have a unique set of solutions [4]. There-

fore, one should perform some pre and post analysis on the model and

optimized solutions.

Figure 4.4 shows a flowchart of the procedure towards finding best

solutions. After defining the optimization setup, a priori or structural

parameter identifiability should be tested. This type of identifiability

analysis answers the question that considering error-free and continuous

(observable in any desired time point) experimental data, whether it is

possible to identify unknown parameters or, in other words, whether or

not parameters are locally or globally identifiable. In practice, especially

for large nonlinear system of equations, it is not easy or sometimes not

possible to perform structural identifiability. But if it is a possibility it

can save a large amount of time and effort because it is performed before

solving the optimization problem and it can help to modify the model

or the choice of data sets.

There have been many mathematical studies which address the ques-

tion of structural identifiability [134, 6]. We tested our model’s identi-

fiability with GenSSI, which is a software available for structural iden-

tifiability and is based on generating series approach [35, 8]. The result

of this analysis was that having the data only on Cm and Cd , the model

parameters are not globally identifiable. To solve this problem, we ad-

ded extra information from enzyme kinetics as constraints of the model.

We used the penalty function approach to impose these constraints.

The results of our optimization problem support the analysis based

on GenSSI, on the necessity of a penalty function in order to make the

parameters of the model globally identifiable. We did a test for two

cases: The objective function; (1) without any penalty term, and (2)
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Figure 4.4: A flowchart for finding solutions to the inverse (optimization) prob-
lem: After designing an optimization problem, first step is to check structural
identifiability of parameters: to test if the inverse problem is solvable assum-
ing that data are accurate and significant. After that the optimization problem
should be solved (globally or locally) and at the last step posteriori analysis
should be applied to ensure the results are meaningful and the model is ro-
bust. In the end, if the model can be validated, it can predict the mechanisms
in the system, which, in turn, can provide a better model and, therefore, a bet-
ter understanding of the system.
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with penalty terms presented in eq. 4.14 and then compared the scat-

ter plots of parameters and all state variables in acceptable objective

function range (acceptance interval). We show this comparison in the

Results section. This comparison shows that in case 1, parameters are

more scattered and the state variables are less determined compared to

case 2, where we have applied penalty terms to the objective function.

In second step, optimization problem should be solved using an ap-

propriate algorithm in order to find the unknown model parameters.

The last step, which is usually as important as the second step, is prac-

tical or posteriori identifiability. It is common in practice that given the

amount of noise in experimental data, there are several solutions for an

optimization problem, or the model is not robust around some of the

optimized parameter values. Posteriori identifiability concerns this type

of questions [4]. The existence of noise in data leads to uncertainty in

fitting criteria (cost function) and therefore to uncertainty in parameter

values. To quantify posteriori identifiability we use sensitivity and per-

turbation analysis. Sensitivity is a measure of how big the changes are in

one variable when a certain amount of change in parameters is imposed.

The preferred situation would be that this measure is reasonably small.

Mathematically, the sensitivity of state variables to the change in

parameter values is described by the sensitivity matrix, defined as,

Sij(t) =
∂yi(t)
∂pj

(4.16)

We will only calculate sensitivity of states that are observables of

the model. The normalized sensitivity, which is a better measure for

comparing parameters, is as follow,

S ′ij(t) =
∂yi(t)
∂pj

pj
yi

(4.17)

To calculate normalized sensitivity, either we can use the discrete

differentiation of eq. 4.17 or we can use its derivative as an addition to

the ODE system of the model.
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ẏi(t,P) = fj (4.18)

Ṡij =
∂fi
∂yi

Sij ; Sij(t0) =
∂yi(t0,P)
∂pj

(4.19)

Together they make a new set of ODEs, which should be solved again.

Another important evaluation for the solutions is perturbation ana-

lysis. By adding some perturbation to the parameters around their op-

timum value, one can analyze how much it perturbs the system; both

the cost function and all the variables of the system. To conclude that a

model is stable and robust, we need a model that does not amplify small

perturbations, which is also the case in any real stable biosystem.

4.3 Results

Using scatter search simulation in the search space of parameter values,

the minimum for the objective function has been achieved. The search

space that we have used here is listed in table 4.1. The approximate val-

ues for proteins came from literature, which are mostly based on mac-

roscopic properties of enzyme kinetics. Figure 4.5 shows the best values

for the objective function. The algorithm stops searching when the ac-

ceptance criteria is achieved, which, in this case, is when the algorithm

has not found any better solution for a long time and the objective func-

tion remains around the optimum value. Since we have considered a

weighted objective function for 10 data points (eq. 4.13) the best mean-

ingful value for objective function is 10 and if the search algorithm ar-

rives at values less than 10, those solutions are acceptable and there is

no preference among them, in order to avoid the overfitting problem.

In the simulation shown here, the objective function is around 15. So,

with the considered search space for parameters, this model is able to

closely reproduce the experimental data with a relatively small fitting

violation. The solution does not change by repeating the scatter search

or by changing the initial point (results are not shown).
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Figure 4.5: Objective function value: Best objective function during searching
for optimized solution until the algorithm cannot find a better value for a long
time. The simulation time in this case was around 12 hours.

We also make sure that the model equations hold the conservation

law for nutrients and enzymes. Figure 4.6A shows that the relative error

in conservation of silicon is of the order of 10−7 and Figure 4.6B shows

the relative error of total protein conservation is 10−15, which show good

accuracy of numerical solvers.

Figure 4.6: Relative error in conservation rules: (A) Conservation of nutrient,
(B) Conservation of enzymes.

The problem here has several solutions all in the same range of the

minimum cost function value. These accepted parameters are shown in

a scatter plot of parameters in Figure 4.7. To clarify the role of pen-

alty terms, two cases of simulation have been performed, as discussed

in previous section. In the first case, no penalty function imposed to the

model (Figure 4.7A) and in the second one penalty terms are added to

cost function (Figure 4.7B). From the results it is clear that with no pen-
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alty, parameter values are mostly scattered, but applying the penalty,

besides p6 and p9, they mostly form one cluster and are not signific-

antly scattered. This means that in the second case, most parameters are

well identified. Moreover, with the optimized parameters, we return to

the forward problem and calculate temporal dynamics of intercellular

quantities. Applying an accepted set of parameters, we test the vari-

ations in the model variables to make sure there is not a different beha-

vior when changing from one solution to another. Figure 4.8 shows the

concentration dynamics of silicon and enzymes in all cell compartments

with and without the penalty term. With no penalty, the dynamics of

most variables change for different set of parameters, however, after ap-

plying penalty, although there are some variations in a few variables, the

same dynamics for concentrations, especially concentration of silicon in

different compartments, is observed.

Figure 4.7: Scatter plot of accepted parameters: (A) Parameters values in the
acceptance range of objective function for case 1, when there is no penalty term
in the model. Most of parameters are scattered in this case, which means that
there are many solutions to the optimization problem. (B) Parameters values
in acceptance range of objective function for case 2, when penalty terms added
to the objective function. In this case, besides p6 and p9, most of parameters
values are not scattered largely.

In Figure 4.9, experimental values for silicon concentration in the

medium together with the model output is shown. The fitting to data,

considering experimental error is appropriate. This figure also shows

the two curves illustrating the effect of the two terms in eq. 4.5, which

was discussed earlier. We calculated the integral of each term, with a

trapezoidal method, to calculate their contribution in silicon consump-
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tion. It appears that term 2 ( −Cu(t)dN (t)
dt ) in the beginning does not have

a significant effect and term1 (−N (t)dCu(t)
dt ) has the major role. However,

the absolute value of term 2 starts to grow through time and reaches a

significant value. This effect is consistent with the behavior of the di-

atom cell cycle in a bulk. First, cells are not dividing, but instead up-

taking silica with the highest rate in order to build the silica valves for

daughter cells. Even though, some cells divide earlier than others, they

are only in the beginning of girdle band growth and the uptake rate is

not very high and therefore, the first term becomes dominant. By the

end of the experiment’s duration, the second term has a considerable

role, which shows that it has to be included in the calculations of syn-

chronized cell cultures.

Figure 4.8: Model output of forward problem resulted from different solutions
of the inverse problem: The temporal dynamics of 11 variables of the model in
(A) case 1 with no penalty term and (B) case 2 with penalty terms. Even though
there are different curves for variables of both cases, using penalty term made
the silicon dynamics (1,4,7,10,11) more unique and identified.
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Figure 4.9: Silicon concentration in the medium – fitting to the experimental
data: Data from the experiment and model output of silicon concentration in
the culture medium is shown in points and a blue curve. This curve depicts
the total silicon consumptions by all cells. The red curve is the integration
of uptake rate due to term1 (−N (t)dCu (t)

dt ) in eq. 4.5. After 150 minutes, the
difference between this value and the total silicon consumption starts to grow
as a result of non-synchronized cell culture. Adding the black curve, integral
of term 2 ( −Cu(t)dN (t)

dt ), compensates for this difference.
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To this point we reached to the solution of compartmental dynamics

based on our mathematical model. The fact that parameters are mostly

not scattered is a good sign. However, if a model is very sensitive to

certain parameters, even a small change can possibly affect the dynamics

significantly. Therefore, in order to check the robustness of our model,

we first performed sensitivity analysis on solutions and then measured

the effect more clearly by means of perturbation analysis.

Figure 4.10 shows the normalized sensitivity of observables by chan-

ging parameters. Since we have only used the data from medium con-

centration and deposited silica, we investigate their sensitivity. Figure

4.10 shows that Cm is most sensitive to parameters p1 and p2, especially

at the end of the experiment where the decrease in Cm has a smaller

slope. Cd shows greatest sensitivity to p5. To bring an understanding

of the amount of change that can be produced by these important para-

meters, we have performed perturbation analysis. In Figure 4.11 the res-

ults of parameter perturbation are shown in terms of objective function

and temporal dynamics of concentrations. We can see that with a relat-

ively large change in the parameters (10% perturbation), the behavior of

solutions remain the same. For a nonlinear system, this is a reasonable

amount of change and it means that our model is robust and stable.

Figure 4.10: Sensitivity analysis: Parameter sensitivity matrix around the solu-
tion, for variables that have been used in fitting procedure. (A) Normalized
sensitivity of silicon in environment, Cm, shows it is most sensitive to changes
in p1 and p2. (B) Normalized sensitivity of deposited silica, Cd , shows it is most
sensitive to the changes of p5.

Figure 4.12A shows the silicon content dynamics in different com-

partments. From the total amount of silicon uptake by cell, the biggest
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Figure 4.11: Perturbation analysis: Changes in, (A) objective function and (B)
intracellular dynamics of nutrients, due to perturbation of the system by 10%
change in parameters p1, p2 and p5 (solid line: original quantities - dotted lines:
perturbed quantities).

amount becomes in the form of deposited silica, as we desired. How-

ever, there is some silicon in cytoplasm (silicon pool). The concentration

of non-deposited (dissolved) silicon in SDV (Cs) is very low. This makes

sense considering very small volume of SDV and also the fact that SDV

grows together with silica valves and thus leaving only a small portion

of the compartment for non-deposited silicon.

As we discussed previously, cells control the uptake and transport of

silicon through changing the expression levels of SITs. To test the effect

of these changes on uptake rates by the cell, we have added a flux term

to equations 4.25 and 4.28 for the amount of free enzymes (SITs) during

time and again solved the inverse problem. We have chosen this flux as a

function of time based on changes in protein level from the experiments

[170].

The relative change of SITs that we applied to our model is shown

in Figure 4.13. This function is chosen based on experimental data,

but it only shows the behavior of the SITs expression level. The main

idea is that during the S-phase, while silicon deposition is minimum,

the amount of proteins is also at its minimum. Figure 4.12B is the result

of imposing the protein flux on the silicon amount in different compart-

ments. It shows that even though the total dynamics are more or less

the same, some differences are observed. For instance, in experimental
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Figure 4.12: Dynamics of silicon concentrations in different compartments: (A)
Silicon transport with the assumption of constant amount of enzymes in all
compartments. (B) Silicon transport with considering a flux of proteins for
SITs during the cell cycle.

measurements it seems that silicon deposition happens in a low rate im-

mediately after adding silicon to the starved cells. This can be due to

silicon storage in cytoplasm in the beginning [69]. In this regard, the

Cd dynamics in Figure 4.12B is closer to this behavior than Cd in Figure

4.12A.

Figure 4.13: Protein flux used in the model: The relative changes in SIT protein
expression level during cell cycle of diatoms that has been applied to the model.
This curve is inferred using the data from the experiment [[170]-Figure3]. SITs
are least expressed during S-phase when silicon deposition is almost stopped.

Uptake rate is an important measure in nutrient uptake. In Figure

4.14A we have shown uptake rates versus medium concentration, meas-

ured by imposing different initial values for silicic acid concentration in

the medium or cell culture (Cm) and then calculating the uptake rates

at different time points. The uptake rate of silicic acid concentration is

a saturated curve as expected. Uptake rates in the first time step, after
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Figure 4.14: Silicon uptake rates of diatoms versus silicic acid concentration
in medium in different time steps: (A) Constant amount of total enzyme. (B)
Considering changes in total amount of SIT enzymes. The uptake rates have
saturated forms in high concentrations of dissolved silicon in water. 2 minutes
after adding silicon to the starved cells, the uptake rate is very high (surge
uptake). By passing time the uptake rate has a big drop in value. In (B) this
drop accrues slower and the rate increases again during valve formation.

2 minutes, are much higher than later uptake rates. This can be a res-

ult of the initial condition of the model, zero value of silicon inside the

cell, which we assumed based on the fact that cells have been kept in

silicon starvation for a long time (24 hours) prior to the measurement.

Also the big drop shows the nonlinear nature of the system. This sud-

den decrease has been seen in several experiments on diatoms and it is

called surge-uptake. Also experiments suggest that in low concentra-

tions of silicic acid, uptake is almost linear and thus it is referred to as

externally controlled (cells uptake as fast as the diffusion of external nu-

trient allows them). However, in high concentrations of silicic acid, the

uptake rate has reached its maximum value and, therefore, it is called

internally controlled uptake. Interestingly, this model is able to produce

all three phases of uptake: (surge uptake, internally controlled and ex-

ternally controlled), with only the enzyme kinetics and considering cell

compartments and without any other assumptions on the presence of

different phases of uptake in diatom cells. Figure 4.14B is the same

measure for the case when we applied changes to the total amount of

SITs. Compared to 4.14A, the decrease in uptake rates occur slower,

which is closer to some experimental data of uptake rates in different

incubation times [171]. Moreover, the uptake rate increases again at the

time of starting valve formation, when the cell needs a high amount of
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silicon.

4.4 Discussion

Studying intracellular processes is a challenge, largely due to the diffi-

culties of in-vivo measurements at such small scales. As a consequence

of this, a modeling approach is a good candidate for understanding the

different mechanisms and temporal behavior, such as nutrient uptake

and transportation of materials. We have introduced a multi-compartmental

model for silicon transportation and synthesis in diatoms. This is the

first nonlinear compartmental model designed for this purpose. The

model uses experimental population-level (macroscopic) data and there-

fore an accurate equation for the connection of macroscopic data to sub-

cellular data has been derived. This equation accounts for the effect of a

portion of cells that are not synchronized in the cell culture.

To estimate the free parameters of the model, we have solved the in-

verse problem or the problem of parameter estimation, which includes

the constraints related to enzyme kinetics via the penalty method. The

use of constraints together with sensitivity and perturbation analysis

make it possible to infer the sub-cellular dynamics even with sparse and

noisy data. Taking into account the amount of silicon (mol) in the model

in order to simplify different polymerization and other reactions in cells,

the model is still able to produce the transport and the dynamics of nu-

trients with a good agreement to experimentally obtained evidence. For

example, the equations of the model can generate different regimes of

uptake, namely: surge, externally-controlled and internally-controlled.

This model make a framework by which one can study cell compart-

ments and infer dynamics based on the known facts and data. More

importantly, it brings the ability to manipulate cell processes such as

uptake rates and protein regulation, which are difficult to manipulate

experimentally. As an example, we have imposed changes in the total

amount of SITs through time; a mechanism for cells to control the up-

take and transport of materials. We have observed that applying a pro-
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tein flux results in more realistic silicon dynamics and uptake rates, and

can postpone the start of silica deposition in favor of silicon storage in

the silicon pool. The model presented here can be generalized to other

chemical pathways only by changing the system of ODEs, which lie at

the core of the model, and then applying the same procedure. One in-

teresting area in this framework would be to introduce changes in the

expression level of enzymes during time as a function of the internal

and external changes, and try to connect the cell cycle and silicon cycle

of diatoms together. Another interesting addition to this type of model

would be to consider the statistical distribution of individual cells’ dy-

namics in the culture, which will introduce more complexities. This

can be achieved by applying individual-based modeling, or with an en-

semble based modeling to fulfill the role of cells in different phases.
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4.A Appendix Chapter 4

4.A.1 The effect of pre-starvation and diffusion on uptake rates
dynamics

Effect of pre-starvation
The kinetics of silicic acid uptake by diatoms in most cases can be de-

scribed with a Michaeles-Menten kinetic. However, in the case of ex-

ponentially growing diatom cultures and in short incubation times, the

kinetics is reported to show a biphasic behavior [171].

In [171], two different cases have been discussed. Case 1, when di-

atoms were kept for long term (24 hours) under silicon starvation con-

dition before the measurements and Case 2, when diatoms were pre-

starved only shortly (5 to 10 minutes). Then in each case the uptake

rates were measured in different incubation times. They reported that

shortly after start of the experiment (after adding silicic acid) at t=2 min,

the uptake rate vs. initial concentration of silicic acid in the medium,

in case 1, showed a saturable form (meaning it reaches a maximum and

therefore, it can be described by MM kinetics), while in case 2, this curve

was in general non-saturable (saturable in low concentrations, but lin-

ear at higher concentrations). The later behavior is called biphasic up-

take. In longer incubation times ( t=30 min, t=1h, etc. ) both cases

showed a saturable kinetics. Thamatrakoln et. al. suggested that the

linear part of the curve in that case could be a result of control by capa-

city of the silicon pool via binding to a hypothetical binding component

[171]. Moreover, they suggested that the flux of silicon in linear part is

diffusional. In the next section we will discuss about the possibility of

diffusion across the membrane as a method for nutrient supply. The data

that we have used in the current study is driven from an experiment in

which a 24h pre-starvation was performed [61]. Therefore, the use of

saturable MM kinetics in our model, even for high concentrations and

short incubation times, is still consistent with data from other studies

too [e.g. [171]].

In terms of the model parameters, the role of pre-starvation of cells,
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defines the initial condition of the model. If there was not a long pre-

starvation, the initial condition and therefore, the resultant kinetics would

be different. For example, for the long pre-starved cells, the concen-

tration in silicon pool at t=0 is assumed to be zero in our model or all

the enzymes are assumed to have free uptake sites. Moreover, the 24h

pre-starvation causes up to 80% of the cells to be synchronized in their

cell cycles and therefore, cell density in the medium will remain almost

constant for the first few hours [69]. In contrast, if cells were not kept

in long starvation (like case 2 of [171]) cells will be randomly distrib-

uted in different parts of their cell cycle (for instance, there would be

a significant number of cells that divide immediately) and this would

make the uptake rates of cells very different from each other. As a res-

ult, one cell could not be a good representative of all the population.

This is in fact one reason for performing long pre-starvation. Modeling

a non-synchronized system would need a more complicated statistical

simulation, where cells in different phases of cell cycles can be taken

into account and the changes of silicic acid in the environment would be

due to different cells behavior in different times.

In summary, the current model is related to the dynamics of pre-

starved and therefore, synchronized diatoms. This specifies their initial

condition, their population synchronicity and their [possibly] specific

choice of types and amount of SITs expression. Moreover, we will use the

ordinary differential equations (section 4.A.2) of enzyme kinetics and

not the closed-form equation of rate derived by MM kinetics to reduce

the approximations as much as possible.

Effect of diffusion
In this section we will discuss the effect of the mass diffusion of the silicic

acid on the dynamics of uptake and transportation.

Figure 4.15 is a schematic graph of two types of diffusion fluxes in

nutrients dynamics. The first flux (ΦD1) is the transportation through

membrane. Since diatoms uptake silicic acid mostly in the neutral mo-

lecular form [44, 184] it is possible for the small molecules of silicic

acid to transport through the membrane. The second flux (ΦD2) sup-
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Figure 4.15: Two types of diffusion flux in nutrients dynamics: ΦD1 is the flux
of diffusion through membrane. ΦD2 is the diffusion flux that controls con-
centrations of substrate and product near the membrane, where the enzymatic
reaction occurs.

plies/depletes the materials (substrate or product) to/from the enzymatic

reaction sites. The effect of these fluxes on the total nutrient dynamics is

discussed below.

ΦD1 : Transport through a membrane: Monosilicic acid is solvable in

water and the neutral form of it can diffuse across cell membrane. There-

fore, we have to determine the diffusion rate and consider its contribu-

tion to the transport process. Lipid membrane permeability to mono

silicic acid for inner mitochondrial membrane was calculated by [138]

using the data by [75] to be 10−9m.s−1. They also calculated permeabil-

ity of cell membrane to mono silicic acid using the model of [55] to be

10−10m.s−1 [56]. The diffusion rate through a membrane is given by a

modification of Fick’s law, which states that the diffusion rate is propor-

tional to the permeability coefficient P, to the surface area of the mem-

brane and to the difference in solution concentration in two sides of the

membrane [176]:
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dn
dt

= PA∆C (4.20)

Using the value of estimated P and the surface area of diatom cell

[table 4.1], we calculate the diffusion rate for different concentrations

of silicic acid. For ∆C = 10µmolL−1 the diffusion rate is approxim-

ately 10−4f molcell−1h−1 and for ∆C = 500µmolL−1 it is approximately

5 × 10−3f molcell−1h−1. The observed uptake rate of the diatom after a

short time (2min) in data from [171] for the same concentrations of si-

licic acid is around 5f molcell−1h−1 and 400f molcell−1h−1 respectively.

The difference between the rate by which diffusion across membrane can

provide the substrate and the observed uptake rate is up to five orders of

magnitude. Therefore, although the cell membrane is semi-permeable

to silicic acid, still this process is too slow for the high demand of silicon

and low concentrations of silicic acid in the medium.

ΦD2 : Supplying/depleting materials: To investigate the effect of dif-

fusion as a supplying/depleting mechanism diffusion has been included

in the MM kinetics equation. Bonachela et. al. [17] have derived the

following equation for the uptake rate versus substrate concentration,

V =
Vmax[S]

Ks(1 + Vmax
4πDrcKs

) + [S]
=
Vmax[S]

K̃s + [S]
(4.21)

where D is diffusion coefficient of substrate, Ks and Vmax, Michaelis-

Menten coefficients and rc is the cell radius (assuming a spherical cell).

K̃s is the modified half-saturation coefficient. This equation describes

diffusion-mediated MM kinetics.

Using the values for silicic acid and diatom cell (table 4.1) and the K̃s
and Vmax values measured in different incubation times [171], we plot

the diffusion-mediated MM kinetics and compare it with MM kinetics

without diffusion. We have used the K̃s and Vmax at t=30 min and t=3 h.

But for any value in the range of measured values for T. pseudonana the

conclusion is the same. As it is plotted in Figure 4.16, the diffusion term

does not have a significant effect on the kinetics. Even with the value of
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of the rates of diffusion-mediated uptake with no-
diffusion uptake: (A) and (B) uptake rates for two observed values of MM coef-
ficients. The curves are almost the same. (C) The same as B with diffusion
constant one order of magnitude smaller. The effect of diffusion is still negli-
gible.

diffusion coefficient of silicic acid one order of magnitude smaller, still

the effect is negligible.

• Discussion:
Based on the data and calculations above, none of the two diffusion types

can control the dynamics of transport significantly. We therefore, ignore

the diffusion in our model and apply the MM-type kinetics as the main

transport method for modeling synchronized diatom cells. Since pass-

ive diffusion cannot account for the high rates of uptake observed with

those cells that did not experience a long pre-starvation, the linear up-

take dynamics in that case still remains an interesting discussion. One

candidate for explaining linear data could be silicic acid transport across

the membrane when possibly being facilitated by a hydrophobic com-

pound that binds to silicic acid. In that case, membrane diffusion rates

could be substantially increased. The basis for this idea comes from a

study characterizing an apparent silicon ionophore from a diatom that

facilitated transport across an organic layer [14].

Another relevant consideration is that the averaging over a popula-

tion of cells that are in different cell cycle phases is potentially a risky

oversimplification. When dealing with non-synchronized cells, the up-

take rate of each cell is not simply the average. We have formulated this

point mathematically through equations 4.1 to 4.5. In the case of most
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cells being synchronized, after applying an approximation, eq. 4.5 is

derived. Eq. 4.5 can be rewritten as:

dCu
dt

= − 1
N
dCm
dt
−Cu

dN
dt

(4.22)

Knowing Cm and N (amount of consumed silicon and number of

cells), this equation is a first order differential equation to be solved for

calculating uptakes. It considers an approximation for the effect of non-

synchronized cells. Since dCm
dt is negative and dN

dt is positive in most

cultures of interest the uptake rate, which is the left-hand-side of eq.

4.22, is smaller than the average (the first term). The effect of the second

term in the case of our data is shown in Figure 4.9. Consequently, it

could also be possible that this term is responsible at least for some part

of the very large value and non-saturable uptake rates observed in non-

synchronized (short pre-starvation) populations. Whether this modi-

fication is slight or significant should be investigated with the original

data.

4.A.2 Intracellular dynamics system of equations

Using the following definitions for variables, Y, initial values, Y0 and

parameters, P,

P =



k2
k1

k2.E1f (t0)

E1f (t0)
k4
k3

k4.E2f (t0)

E2f (t0)
k6
k5

k6.E3f (t0)

E3f (t0)



, Y =



Cu
E1f

E1Cm
Cp
E2f

E2Cp
Cs
E3f

E3Cs
Cd
Cm



, Y0 =



0

p3

0

0

p6

0

0

p9

0

0

Cm0



(4.23)
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equations 4.24-4.34 describes the time derivatives of concentrations.

ẏ1 =
p2

p1.p3
y11y2 (4.24)

ẏ2 = −
p2

p1.p3
y11y2 +

p2

p3
y3 (4.25)

ẏ3 =
p2

p1.p3
y11y2 −

p2

p3
y3 (4.26)

ẏ4 = −
p5

p4.p6
y4y5 +

p2

p3
y3 (4.27)

ẏ5 = −
p5

p4.p6
y4y5 +

p5

p6
y6 (4.28)

ẏ6 =
p5

p4.p6
y4y5 −

p5

p6
y6 (4.29)

ẏ7 = −
p8

p7.p9
y7y8 +

p5

p6
y6 (4.30)

ẏ8 = −
p8

p7.p9
y7y8 +

p8

p9
y9 (4.31)

ẏ9 =
p8

p7.p9
y7y8 −

p8

p9
y9 (4.32)

˙y10 =
p8

p9
y9 (4.33)

˙y11 = −
p2

p1.p3
y11y2.N − y1.Ṅ (4.34)

Appearance of cell population, N (cells/L), makes dimensional bal-

ance for two sides of eq. 4.34. In some works [e.g. [17]] the inverse of cell

volume (L.cell−1) appears in the first term of this equation, which, even

though balances dimensions of two sides, it does not correspond to the

real case; because silicon in environment reacts with enzymes (SITs here)
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which are located on the membrane and the cell volume is not reachable

for Cm.

In order to solve eqs. 4.24-4.34 numerically, we first made them di-

mensionless. This is important in order to provide a smaller search space

for optimizing and therefore, a higher precision in searching within a

specific amount of time. We have used the dimensionless transforma-

tion for basic quantities, mol value, volume and time, as follow,

m′ =
m

10−15mol
; v′ =

v

10−14L
; t′ =

t
1min

; (4.35)

and every other quantity can be derived from above equations. For

representing outputs of the model, we perform the inverse calculation.
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Abstract

Silica deposition by diatoms, a common component of the phytoplank-

ton, has attracted considerable interest given the importance in eco-

logy and materials science. There has recently been a great deal of re-

search into the biological control of biosilicifcation, yet the in vivo phys-

ical and chemical effects have not been quantitatively investigated. We

have grown the marine diatom Thalassiosira pseudonana in batch culture

at three temperatures (14o, 18o, and 23oC). We observed three distinct

temperature-dependent growth phases. The morphology of silica was

investigated using scanning electron microscopy followed by image ana-

lysis and supervised learning. The silica in the valves of the same species

showed different structures: a mesh-like pattern in silicon-rich cultures

and a tree-like pattern in silicon-limited cultures. Moreover, temperat-

ure affected this silica pattern, especially in silicon-limited cultures. We

conclude that cells grown at 14oC and 18oC divide more successfully in

Si-limited conditions by developing a tree-like pattern (lower silicifica-

tion).

5.1 Introduction

In their natural environment, phytoplankton communities are confron-

ted with a variety of local and global changes including sunlight level,

increasing temperature, acidity and nutrient concentrations. Phytoplank-

ton communities may respond differently to these changes but in order

to survive and to be successful these organisms need to acclimate and

eventually adapt adequately [105, 129, 30, 107]. Diatoms (Bacillario-

phyta) represent one of the largest and most diverse groups of phyto-

plankton. In contrast to other phytoplankton groups, most diatoms are

unique because they have a requirement for silicon, which is taken up

as orthosilicic acid [184, 106]. The silica in diatoms is deposited in a

controlled way in a process called biomineralization [68, 168]. The shell

of the diatom made of amorphous hydrated silica is called a frustule.

To prevent SiO2 dissolution of the diatom’s frustule in the ultra sub-
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saturated seawater, cells form an organic coat on their skeleton [88].

However, the regeneration of Si from dissolution of SiO2 (of mostly

empty frustules) is a critical Si supply for diatoms in upper layers of

oceans [26, 122]. The rate of SiO2 dissolution depends on factors such

as temperature, concentration of dissolved Si and activity of bacteria

[15, 16, 47, 122, 88, 78].

One interesting example of an adaptation to environmental changes

in diatoms occurs when the silicon supply is decreasing but other nutri-

ents are in excess. In this situation, the cell cycle slows down, enabling

maintenance of a slower growth rate rather than a cessation of growth

[125]. Additionally, by slowing down the cell cycle diatoms may benefit

from the dissolution of biogenic silicate from the frustules of neighbor-

ing individuals or a pulse of nutrient supply. Moreover, it has been ob-

served that in a Si-limited environment the amount of silicification per

cell also decreases resulting in thinner walls [65, 125]. As a consequence,

cell division could occur even under a low Si supply.

The silica deposition in diatoms is influenced by the nutrient avail-

ability in the medium and therefore by the dynamics of the cell pop-

ulation. Diatoms only divide when the daughter cells’ valves are syn-

thesized and therefore cell cycle and growth of most diatoms is strictly

controlled by the silicon availability [25, 106, 69]. As a result, after ex-

periencing Si-starvation, the majority of diatom cells in a culture become

synchronized via cells being stopped in their silicon sensitive part of the

cell cycle. For instance, 60% to 80% of cells from Thalassiosira pseud-

onana species become synchronized after 24h of Si-starvation [69]. The

rates of silicon uptake and silica deposition in cells change through the

cell cycle. Therefore, when studying cell level events like deposition of

silica using population level data (such as silicon concentration in me-

dium) one should consider that not all cells in one culture behave in the

same way. Using the concept of an “average cell” might therefore intro-

duce a significant error. For this reason, when studying population dy-

namics and cell dynamics the effect of non-synchronized cells should be

taken into account [74]. Moreover, a variety of data analysis and math-
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ematical modeling techniques have been developed for understanding

the complex dynamics of cell populations [130, 66].

Understanding the biosilica morphology and the mechanisms con-

trolling biosilicification is important from the material science perspect-

ive in addition to being crucial in silicon cycle of aquatic ecosystems.

Ranging in size from a few micrometers to a few millimeters, diatoms

develop structures in their silica shell in different orders of magnitude

down to the nanometer scale. The frustule has two similar structures

at the ends of the diatom, called valves. Valves are formed before the

diatom divides. The rest of the silica is usually made of several bands,

called girdle bands. The latter are formed while the cell is growing in

size in several steps. The structure of the silica shell is species-specific

and is therefore an important taxonomic characteristic. Silica formation

in diatoms is mediated by biomolecules. For example, proteins such as

silaffin and silacidin and the long chain polyamines (LCPA) are known

for their role in the organic matrix of diatoms’ biosilica [84, 99, 140]. In

addition to biological control, there are physical and chemical mechan-

isms that mediate silicification. Examples of these are diffusion, nucle-

ation, phase separation and self-assembly of silica nano-particles. Al-

though there have recently been greater insights into the biological con-

trol via extracting and identifying biomolecules, the role of physical-

chemical processes has been less investigated, especially in vivo. The

physical-chemical effects can be examined by applying different envir-

onmental conditions to a single species of diatom.

Here, we study the effect of temperature and Si-limitation on silica

morphology of individual cells from the same species in vivo. We use

the cell size distribution of each population during the experiment as

an indication of the different growth phases of the diatom culture. To

quantify silica pattern differences, a new computational approach, in-

cluding analysis of SEM images and classification algorithms, has been

applied. The silica morphology is affected both by temperature and Si

abundance. The results draw an overall picture of the changes in Thalas-
siosira pseudonana at individual cell and population levels due to differ-
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ences in temperature and silicon availability.

5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Cultures and growth conditions

We grew the diatom Thalassiosira pseudonana in batch culture for about

one week until silicon was depleted (less than 1µmol.L−1). This culture

was used as starter culture to inoculate 9 experimental batch cultures.

Each flask was inoculated with 40 ml pre-culture in a total volume of

200 ml in TPP90301 flasks with filter cap. MDV medium was used

with a silicon concentration of 100µmol.L−1 (Appendix: 5.A.1). Cultures

were incubated in triplicate at 14, 18 and 23oC in illuminated incubat-

ors under an alternating light/dark regime of 16/8h at a light intensity

of ∼ 100µEm−2s−1. The flasks were shaken when sampling in order to

guarantee representative samples of the culture.

5.2.2 Cell density and size distribution measurements

At each observation time point, the cell volume distribution of each cul-

ture was measured using a Beckman-Coulter-Multisizer 3 at 50 fold di-

lution with electrolyte. The integration of volume distribution was then

used to calculate the cell density and the total volume of cells. In order

to confirm the cell density measurements, cells were manually counted

using a Bürker counting chamber and an optical microscope at one time

point. Moreover, the diameter and the length and, hence, the volume

distributions were manually measured in SEM for a small number of

cells (figure 5.1).

5.2.3 Acidity measurement

The pH was measured directly in the samples by using a pH electrode

and Knick Portamess pH meter.
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5.2.4 SEM samples preparation method

To prepare samples for SEM, we have used a protocol similar to [173]

with modifications. Briefly, the cells were collected by centrifugation

(10 min, 500 rcf, Eppendorf centrifuge 5424R) from a 1.5 ml culture in

microtubes and the supernatant was discarded. The cell pellet was re-

suspended and fixed with 5% glutaraldehyde in 0.2 M cacodylate buffer

for at least 3h or overnight at 7oC. Cells were collected on a polycarbon-

ate filter (Millipore, 25 mm diameter, 1µm pore size, Whatman Nuc-

lepore, WHA110610). The filters were washed twice in 0.1 M caco-

dylate, twice in 0.05 M cacodylate and eight times in MilliQ deionized

water. Subsequently, the filters were dehydrated in a series of ethanol

(30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 95%, 100%) and then in hexamethyldisilazane

(HMDS), ethanol mixture (1:1 v/v) and twice in 100% HMDS. The fil-

ters were stored in a desiccator. Before imaging with SEM, samples were

coated with Chromium to 15 nm thickness using K575X Sputter Coater

[Emitech] to minimize charging effects while imaging.

5.2.5 Computational methods

SEM images were quantified using the Angiogenesis Analyzer plugin

[32, 114, 31] for ImageJ [150]. Figure 5.7 shows the output of all SEM

images after image analysis. For classification of the dataset, scikit-learn,

a machine-learning library in python was used. Three supervised classi-

fication methods have been applied to the data: Decision Tree Classific-

ation (DTC) [137, 141], Random Forest Classification (RFC) [22, 23] and

Extra Tree Classification (ETC) [57].

5.3 Results

We present results from an experiment with the diatom Thalassiosira

pseudonana grown as batch cultures in incubators at temperatures of

14, 18 and 23oC. We measured cell density and cell size distribution

and investigated the morphology of the silicate deposits of the frustules.
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In all experiments the cell populations were large (> 108 cells) which

provided a good representation of the possible effect of interaction of

cells (a collective behavior).

5.3.1 Cell density

Figure 5.2 A depicts the cell density of cultures during the observation

time. In the first few time points, until 50 h (subplot in figure 5.2A),

when the growth rate was maximum, cultures grew fastest at 23oC fol-

lowed by those grown at 18oC and 14oC, respectively (the differences

between the three temperatures is statistically significant up to 50h and

also after ∼ 100h until the end of experiment: p<0.05 ANOVA). This is

in agreement with the faster metabolism expected at higher temperat-

ures. However, after 50 h, the 14oC and 18oC cultures grew faster than

the culture grown at 23oC. The lowest cell density was obtained in the

cultures grown at 23oC.

Figure 5.2B illustrates the population growth with the cell volume

taken into account. All cultures showed similar growth in terms of total

cell volume. Moreover, unlike the cell density curves, growth continued

between approximately 50h and 150h.

5.3.2 Cell size distribution and synchrony in population

For this experiment cells from a batch culture in late exponential phase

were used. Cells in the Si-starved cultures were at least partially syn-

chronized. In all cultures three different growth phases were observed.

The first phase was characterized by fast growth when all nutrients were

in excess. The initial exponential growth was slowed down when nu-

trients became depleted. During this phase, the initially partially syn-

chronized culture at the end of the G1 part of the cell cycle emerge from

large cells that divide and become smaller. This is depicted in figure

5.3B. As shown in figure 5.3A and figure 5.2A, the initial exponential

growth gradually decreases until it reaches a plateau at the end of phase

I.
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Figure 5.1: Diameter (A), length (B) and volume (C) distributions of diat-
oms grown in three different temperatures in limited or non-limited silicon
samples. The measurements were performed by reading the values from SEM
images for approximately 100 cells in each sample.
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Figure 5.2: Growth of cells at different temperatures: 14oC (green), 18oC (red)
and 23oC (blue). The mean and standard deviation is depicted. (A) Cell density.
(B) Total cell volume per volume of seawater.

Phase II starts when the cell density reaches a plateau. The begin-

ning of phase II is defined by the time point at which the growth rate

approaches zero. The silicon concentration is low at the onset of phase

II. The Si, N and P concentrations were measured in the beginning of

the experiment, at the end of phase I, and at the end of the experiment

(Table 5.1). The girdle bands of the diatoms, which require the least sil-

icon, form and thus the length of the cells (perpendicular to the valves

plane) increases, progressing towards larger volumes during the later

stages of phase II (figure 5.3B). In phase II, cells are synchronized and

the difference in the size of biovolume is minimal. This is the reason

for the continuous growth shown in figure 5.2B despite the number of

cells was constant. Phase II cells are mostly of the same volume and in

the same point of their cell cycle. During phase II the 24 h Si-starvation

leads to synchronization of the cell cycle, a method that is widely used

in diatom studies.

After approximately 100 h cells started to divide and the density in-

creased again, transitioning the population in what we assign as growth

phase III. The beginning of phase III was identified as the moment at
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which density changes between measurements exceeded 20%, which

means a significant regrowth (figure 5.3).

At the end of the first phase the dissolved Si in the culture had greatly

decreased and was deposited in the frustules. In order to continue growth,

the organism can form daughter cells at a slower rate and eventually

form smaller cells and survive (figure 5.3B). Alternatively, diatoms may

dissolve some of the deposited silica and reuse that in order to obtain sil-

icon for growth. It is known that diatom frustules dissolve in seawater.

However, the silica dissolution rate of living cells is low and therefore

most dissolved SiO2 will come from empty frustules [88].

The cell size distribution of cultures grown at 18oC and 23oC fol-

lowed roughly the same trend as that shown in figure 5.3. The cell

volume distribution of all nine cultures and their three growth phases is

shown in figure 5.4. Table 5.2 summarizes the time scales and densities

of the three growth phases. In Phase I, the time-scale of the initial fast

growth, τexp , was measured by fitting the data to d = d02

t
τexp curve,

where d0 is the initial density. Because the density is almost constant in

the second phase, the average density during this phase, d1, is presented.

In phase III the final density, d2 is shown. The values in table 1 illustrate

that the cells grown in 23oC are the least successful in terms of cell dens-

ity at the end of all phases, despite their initial growth time-scale being

the shortest. In addition, the acidity of water was also monitored for

all cultures. The pH values stayed in the range of 7.7 to 8.4 during the

incubation (see figure 5.5).

5.3.3 SEM and image analysis of the silicate morphology

Figure 5.6 depicts the silica shell of the diatom Thalassiosira pseud-

onana from a scanning electron microscope recording. In addition to

valves and girdle bands, in some diatoms such as this species, extra

features exist like the tube-like structure, called rimoportulae, which

is connected to the valves (figure.5.6).

We studied the effect of environmental conditions on the deposited
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Figure 5.3: Cell density and cell size distribution of a culture grown at 14oC.
(A) Cell density (B) Cell volume distribution. The color scale is the ratio of
the number of cells with a specific volume compared to the total number of
cells at each time point (measurement). The volume scale is logarithmic. The
red lines separate three phases of growth. Non-limited Si/exponential growth
phase, limited Si/synchronized phase and limited Si/regrowth phase. (C) Cell
volume distribution of selected time points. In the first three frames increase
in cell number is observed with the peak of cell volume distribution moving
slightly to the left. In the 4th and 5th frame, the peak of the distribution moves
to the right, meaning that most cells are growing in size. In the 6th frame
(166 h) the peak of the cell volume distribution breaks and a new peak over
small volume cells appears. In the last frame (357 h) the large volume peak
has almost disappeared and most cells seem to possess a small volume but in a
large range of sizes.
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Figure 5.4: Cell size distribution vs. time and growth phases – Three cultures
was grown for each incubation temperature: 14, 18 and 23 degrees Celsius.
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Table 5.2: Characteristics of three growth phases of diatom populations. The
differences are statistically significant (p<0.05).

d0 = 0.33× 106 Texp: Doubling
time-scale (h)

d1: Average
density dur-
ing phase II
(cells/ml)

d2: Final density
(cells/ml)

14oC 40.90± 4.46 (1.16 ± 0.03) ×
106 = 3.47d0

(1.92 ± 0.08) ×
106 = 1.66d1

18oC 20.98± 1.84 (1.14 ± 0.03) ×
106 = 3.42d0

(2.11 ± 0.09) ×
106 = 1.85d1

23oC 17.25± 0.36 (1.02 ± 0.02) ×
106 = 3.05d0

(1.39 ± 0.06) ×
106 = 1.36d1

ANOVA p-value 0.000307 0.003963 0.000204
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Figure 5.5: pH values measured for all 9 cultures. 14oC (green), 18oC (red) and
23oC (blue). For each temperature the mean and standard deviation values of
three cultures are shown.

silica structure of an identical species. This is specifically interesting

since the diatoms in this experiment are all genetically similar and there-

fore the outcome can help us to understand the control mechanisms

in silicification due to exterior influences. Samples for electron micro-

scope imaging were prepared from all cultures at two time points. The

first samples were taken at 29 h, when the cells were in their exponen-

tial growth phase (figure 5.2) and silicon was not limiting. The second

sampled time point was at the end of the experiment (after 357 h) when

cells experienced Si-starvation for a long time.

We used image analysis for measuring and comparing morphological

properties in different types of patterns. First the “large features”, like

valve diameter and number of rimoportulae was listed for each image.

Second, for quantifying finer features such as number of nodes in the

pattern, branch lengths and mesh area (enclosed areas of silica pattern)

image analysis was performed on the valves’ patterns as a 2D structure.

The features measured here were related to how the silica materials are
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Figure 5.6: Analysis of silica morphology in diatom Thalassiosira pseudonana.
(Top) A SEM image of the geometry of silica. Girdle bands are located on the
sides. Valves are located at end of the cells. Rimoportulae are tube-like struc-
tures on the perimeter, and sometimes in the central area, of valves. (Middle
and Bottom) Image analysis of the valve structure. Middle: Mesh-type pattern,
Bottom: Tree-type pattern. (A) SEM image of a diatom (B) cropped area around
the center of valve (C) after filtering the too large and too small features (D)
after applying tree finding by Angiogenesis analyzer plugin (E) the extracted
tree (F) after analyzing and quantifying the tree.
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located and how they intersect. In other words, a tree with branches that

sometimes cross each other was considered. In addition, where the silica

is surrounding an area, it is called a mesh area. Figure 5.6 shows the

image analysis steps to quantifying the branching or the mesh structure

observed in the silica. The quantified features for each image of a diatom

are listed in table 5.3.The definition of these features is based on the

angiogenesis analyzer plugin for Image-J. After this step, SEM images

are translated into a dataset with each row being an image (a diatom

frustule) and each column being one of the 22 features listed in table 5.3.

Figure 5.7 shows all silica patterns of valves after the image analysis.

5.3.4 Classification

The SEM images of silica in the valves of Thalassiosira pseudonana show

two distinct patterns. The first pattern (figure 5.6 - bottom) has branches

radiating from the center and we refer to as “tree-like” pattern. The

branches have been referred to as silica ribs in the literature e.g. [100].

The second pattern (figure 5.6-middle) has less branching and more con-

nections and we refer to as “mesh-like” pattern. Most silica patterns

are not entirely tree-like or mesh-like, but fall in between. Therefore,

to quantify this property we use classification algorithms (supervised

learning) to find the weight (probability) by which a pattern is a tree

or a mesh. After classification, each image has some weight in the tree

class with the remaining weight in the mesh class. The measured fea-

tures have values in different scales. They therefore were all normalized

to be in the range of zero to one.

In this study, three different learning algorithms were applied to the

dataset: Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), Random Forest Classifier (RFC),

extremely randomized tree or Extra Tree Classifier (ETC). For super-

vised learning a training set of data with defined class labels is provided

in order to predict the class of the unlabeled data. The images that have

an obvious tendency to the tree or mesh classes were selected as the

training dataset. Since these methods have random elements in their

calculations, each method was repeated 40 times. The internal para-
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Table 5.3: List of features used in image quantification. Features 0-1 are geo-
metry related. Features 2-21 are related to the nano-scale pattern, calculated
from image analysis. Values of features 2-21 were divided by the analyzed area
of the image to make it comparable in different images.

0 Valve diameter 11 Number of segments

1 Number of Rimoportulae per
valve surface

12 Number of branches

2 Number of Extremes 13 Number of isolated segments

3 Number of Nodes 14 Total length

4 Number of Junctions 15 Total branching length

5 Number of Master Junctions 16 Total segments length

6 Number of Master Segments 17 Total branches length

7 Total master segments length 18 Total isolated branches
length

8 Number of meshes 19 Branching interval

9 Total meshes area 20 Mesh index

10 Number of pieces 21 Mean mesh size
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Figure 5.7: Angiogenesis analysis of silica patterns of diatoms valves at differ-
ent temperatures: 14(A), 18(B) and 23(C), for samples from cultures with non-
limited silicon supply (left column) or limited silicon supply (right column).
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meters of the methods were selected such that the cross-validation, the

measure of method’s accuracy, was at its maximum. The cross-validation

test, which predicts the class of the labeled images, reveals the accuracy

of the three classification methods. The RFC and the ETC methods are

accurate (above 95%). We abandoned the DTC method due to its lower

accuracy for the current dataset (see figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8: Mesh probabilities (meshiness) for each experimental sample. Cul-
tures were grown at different temperatures (14, 18 or 23 degrees Celsius). Some
are from a limited silicon population (L) and some are from a non-limited sil-
icon population of diatoms (NL).

It is also informative to look at the importance of each feature in

different classifiers for several runs of each method (figure 5.9). Even

though the importance of the features is different in different methods

and runs, still some information can be deduced. For instance, in neither

of the two classifiers, valve diameter and number of rimopotulae per

valve surface are important parameters in classification, suggesting that

no correlation exists between ‘treeness’ or ‘meshiness’ for these features.

In both methods, total mesh area and total branch length are important

features in the classification.

Finally, figure 5.10 represents the probability of a silica pattern from
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Figure 5.9: Feature importance in each classifier for 40 runs of the method. (A)
Random Forest classifier (B) Extra Tree classifier.

different experimental conditions to be mesh-like. Most importantly,

diatoms grown under Si limited conditions show a much lower ‘meshi-

ness’ than the non-limited young cultures. Temperature seems to affect

the pattern of Si limited populations, whereas in Si non-limited cultures

the temperature does not show a significant effect. In Si limited cultures,

the ‘meshiness’ weight increases as the temperature rises.

5.4 Discussion

The batch culture of Thalassiosira pseudonana exposed to different tem-

peratures showed three different phases of growth. After reaching Si-

limitation, a long period of not dividing (phase II of growth) followed

by regrowth (phase III) was observed. The time-scale of the cell cycle

during phase II and III was much longer than during initial exponen-

tial growth with abundant silicon. Moreover, temperature affects the

population dynamics. The characteristics of the three growth phases

were different at different temperatures. Cells grown at 23oC showed

the highest initial exponential growth rate but the lowest final number
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Figure 5.10: Mesh probabilities for each experimental sample. Samples were
grown at different temperatures (14, 18 or 23 degrees Celsius). Some are from
a limited silicon population (L) and some are from a non-limited silicon popu-
lation of diatoms (NL).
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of cells compared to the lower temperatures.

The silicification process in diatoms seems to be mediated by pep-

tides and polyamines that have different forms in different species. In

this study, although the experiments were done with only one species,

we observed a variation in the morphology of valves. Two distinctive

trends were observed in species Thalassiosira pseudonana: tree-like and

mesh-like structures. We noticed that the pattern of the frustules (the

average over the population) showed significant changes after the phys-

ical and chemical factors changed. The silicon availability had a sig-

nificant effect on the patterns. Old cultures, which were grown long-

term in low silicic acid content showed more of the tree-type silica pat-

terns on their valves. Younger cultures, which were still in the exponen-

tial growth phase with non-limited silicon supply, showed more of the

mesh-type silica patterns. Previously, it was reported that diatoms show

a diminished amount of silicification per cell under specific conditions.

Under low silicification conditions the valves of Thalassiosira pseudon-

ana show similarities with the tree-like pattern observed in this study

[65, 125, 70]. It has been suggested that initially a base layer of silica

containing the silica ribs is formed in the x-y plane and that additional

silicification results in an extension in z-axis only in the direction of out-

side (distal surface). This model was suggested based on the detailed

analysis of the structure of the silica in cells at different stages of growth

[70]. The results presented in this paper challenge this model and we

discuss this below using our statistical analysis of the silica structures

developing under different conditions of growth according to equation

5.1.

We observed that temperature did not have a significant effect on

the silica pattern or features of diatoms in the silicon-replete cultures

(figure 5.10 , NL cultures). However, in silicon depleted cultures tem-

perature has a stronger effect on the pattern, such that the highest tem-

perature had the highest mesh-like structure (figure 5.10, L cultures).

To investigate this effect, one should take into account that the synthes-

ized diatoms’ valves are passed to the next generations and therefore,
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in the Si limited cultures many of the valves on the live cells have been

synthesized during the Si non-limited conditions. There is a possibility

that the valves’ patterns change over generations due to dissolution of

silica. But since the dissolution rate in the live cells is low and also the

fact that only few generations have been proceeded during the time of

this experiment, this possibility seems unlikely to have a big effect.

Furthermore, we can predict the expected mesh-like pattern percent-

age based on the cell density growth. For this purpose we assume that

the valves that have been synthesized in the Si-replete conditions (phase

I) retain their pattern (not any post-processing or dissolution of silica

on live cells). We also assume that all the new valves that have been

synthesized during Si-deplete conditions (phase II and III) have the tree

structure with the mesh weight (meshiness) ofmeshp2p3 = (1−meshp1) in

which meshp1 is the mesh weight of the Si-replete culture. For instance,

if we measure the meshiness of the population in non-limited silicon

conditions and it is 80%, then we assume that meshiness of the valves

synthesized during the limited silicon conditions is 20%. The final pop-

ulation at the end of the experiment contains valves both synthesized at

Si limited and Si non-limited. Therefore, in order to calculate the meshi-

ness of the final population under the mentioned assumptions, equation

5.1, which is a weighted average, is used.

mesh(T ) =
meshp1(T )× dp1(T ) +meshp2p3(T )× dp2p3(T )

dp1(T ) + dp2p3(T )
, (5.1)

dp1 and dp2p3 are the culture density at the time of the first (29 h)

and the second (357 h) SEM output respectively. Applying the values

of density from figure 5.2A and the mesh weights of Si non-limited cul-

tures from figure 5.10 to Eq. 5.1, we calculate the mesh weight of Si

limited cultures. The result is:

meshiness at 14oC = 43.4%,

meshiness at 18oC = 47.6%
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meshiness at 23oC = 60.5%.

These values are in good agreement with the weight of Si limited cul-

tures from the experiment (figure 5.10), which are 42%, 51% and 60%

respectively. Therefore, the assumption that the silica patterns remained

unchanged in our experiment and that most of the silica patterns syn-

thesized in Si limited conditions are treelike is considered to be correct.

The presented results provide insight in the controlled process of

the silica formation at nano-scales. The tree-like pattern synthesized

at Si-limitation conditions could be simply due to the lower amount of

silica nano-particles in the self-assembly process of silicification. If we

assume that the “organic matrix” or the “organic soup of biomolecules”

is the same for all the diatoms in this experiment, then the different

supply of silicon can modify the equilibrium of the self-assembly and

reaction-diffusion events and therefore generate a different pattern. It

would be interesting to investigate this process further by a modeling

approach. One example of the modeling of silica formation in diatoms

was performed using diffusion limited aggregation (DLA) method [127].

This paper shows that at the lower supply of nutrient tree patterns are

produced while at the higher supply of Si a more compact structure is

formed. Moreover, using an agent-based model it was shown that a com-

petition between diffusion and reaction in silicification results in differ-

ent patterns [38]. This observation is relevant for the interpretation of

the patterns we report in this study.

Our results show that the 23oC cultures are lower in density after

experiencing Si limitation, revealing a lower rate of cell division and

perhaps higher aggregation and mortality. In addition, there was little

change in the patterns of silica in the Si-rich and Si-limited cultures

grown at 23oC. Considering the results of the calculations using Eq. 5.1,

we conclude that the effect of temperature on the silica pattern is mostly

through changing the dynamics of the population. Moreover, the 23oC

is less successful in dividing with the tree-like patterned valves under

the Si-limiting conditions. This might be a disadvantage in the compet-

itive conditions of aquatic ecosystems and especially in the light of the
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predicted increase of global ocean surface temperature.
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5.A Appendix Chapter 5

5.A.1 MDV medium (arificial seawater) recipe for diatoms

minerals conc. medium conc. Stock ml stock per
(g.l−1) (g.l−1) medium per 1 L

NaCl 24.1 241 100
Na2SO4 3.2 32 100
MgCl2.6H2O 8.7 435 20
KCl 0.54 54 10
CaCl2.2H2O 1.6 160 10

• Fill up to ca. 950 ml with Aqua dest. and autoclave.

• For solid medium fill up to 400 ml and sterilize agar (15g/l) separ-

ately in 550 ml Aqua dest.

NaHCO3 0.18 18 10
NaNO∗∗3 0.5 100 5
NaH2PO4.H2O 0.0069 6.9 1
Na2SiO3.5H2O 0.0426 21.3 1
Citrate Mix / / 10
Trace Metal Mix / / 1
Vitamin 8 Mix / / 1
M2 (modified) / / 1

**or NH4Cl 0.0268 26.8 1

• For liquid medium fill up to 100 ml and add to the autoclaved

medium through a sterile 0.2 µm filter.

• For solid medium fill up to 50 ml.
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Citrate Mix:

conc. Medium conc. Mix
(g/L) (g/L)

C6H8O7.H2O 0.003 0.3
Fe −NH4 − citrate 0.0036 0.36

Autoclave the Citrate Mix to avoid fungal and bacterial growth.

Trace Metal Mix:

conc. medium conc. stocks I Trace metal mix
(g/L) (g/L) (ml/L)

CuSO4.5H2O 9.8e-6 9.8 1
ZnSO4.7H2O 22e-6 22.0 1
CoCl2.6H2O 10e-6 10.0 1
MnCl2.4H2O 18e-6 18.0 1
Na2MoO4.2H2O 6.3e-6 6.3 1
Na2SeO3.5H2O 1.6e-9 0.016 0.1

Prepare apart a stock of each trace metal (stock I) and dilute 1:1000

for the final Trace Metal Mix.
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M2 (modified):

minerals conc. medium conc. M2
(g.l−1) (g.l−1)

KBr 0.039 39 modified
SrCl2.6H2O 0.010 10 modified
AlCl3.6H2O 0.000014 0.014
LiCl 0.000003 0.003
KI 0.00001 0.010
H3BO3 0.011 11 modified
RbCl 0.00003 0.03

Vitamin 8 Mix:

vitamins conc. me-

dium

conc. Stock stock I stock II

(g.l−1) (g.l−1) (g /100ml) (ml stock I /

100 ml)

Biotin* 4e-8 0.00004 0.004 0.1

Thiamine-HCl 2e-5 0.02 0.02 10

Cyanocobalamin 8e-7 0.0008 0.08 0.1

Folic acid* 8e-8 0.00008 0.008 0.1

Inositol 2e-4 0.2 0.02 1

Nicotinic acid 4e-6 0.004 0.04 1

Thymine* 1.2e-4 0.12 0.012 1

Ca-d-

pantothenate

4e-6 0.004 0.04 1

* Dissolve first in 1N NaOH and then add aqua dest.

Prepared 1000 ml of less vitamin solution and freezed in 1.1 ml por-

tions (Eppendorfcaps) by - 20 °C and used as a reservoir for following

media.
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5.A.2 Cryopreservation of diatom cells

Cryopreservation is the method of preserving cells in extremely low

temperatures, in order to protect them and use them in later times. We

have used the following protocol for cryopreservation of diatom Thalas-
siosira pseudonana and it demonstrated a high rate of survival after thaw-

ing. The cryoprotectant that we used was dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO).

Supplies:

• DMSO 30% - prepared in advance because dilution makes heat !

• (6 + 7.5+1) ml control culture

• 19 cryovials

• alcholol resistant pen

• Styrofoam Box (SB), Mr. Frostie (MF) or Cryomed Controlled-Rate

freezer (CRF)

• water bath

• medium

• liquid N2 and storage

Methods:

• 1- Label all the cryovials with name and date and numbers. Label

9 with 5% and 10 with 12%

Following steps: Working in ML2 lab under the hood

• 2- Add 1.5 ml of DMSO 30% to 7.5ml of culture (final concentra-

tion of DMSO: 5%) and wait at least for 15 minutes (when adding

DMSO you should add slowly and shake continuously to prevent

heat collection and damage to cells).

• 3- Add 4 ml of DMSO 30% to 6 ml of culture (final concentration

of DMSO: 12%) and wait for 15 minutes
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• 4- Add 1ml of this mixture to cryovials. tight the caps.

• 5- add 600 µl of culture to a tube of culture medium (9 ml) and

leave it in normal conditions for growth

• 6- Put cryo vials is SB, MF or CRF and leave them undisturbed in

-80 freezer for at least 4 hours (We used a styrofoam box).

• 7- Move the plastic box very quickly to liquid N2. Once equilib-

rated, transfer them to their cryo cans. T<-130 degrees

• 8- (Thawing) Remove vials from tank and place them immedi-

ately in water bath (20 degrees) for 2-3 minutes until all ice is gone.

• 9- clean the vial. centrifuge briefly.

– Case 1: brief centrifuge: 1000 rpm - 3 mins then mix with

pipett and put the liquid in fresh medium. 0.5 to 5 ml.

– Case 2: harsh centrifuge: 3500 rpm - 10 mins then cell pallets

in there. remove the supernatant (DMSO) . then mix some

medium with pallet with pipett and put the liquid in fresh

medium. 0.5 (original) to 5 ml. (labeled with: – DMSO)

• 10- Put the cultures in dark(aluminum foil) for 3-4 days, then

bring to normal condition.





"We have to remember that what we observe is not nature
herself, but nature exposed to our method of question-
ing."

Werner Heisenberg

6
Conclusions
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6.1 Contribution of this Thesis

The aim of this thesis was to investigate mechanisms involved in bio-

silicification: formation of silica in living organisms. The importance

and attractiveness of this topic is in two apparently different aspects.

First to study cell control mechanisms on biomineralization events. The

control mechanisms include biological, chemical and physical processes

in a combined way. The proteins and other biomolecules produced by

the cell, the nucleation events, self-assembly of nano-particles, reaction-

diffusion system and many other factors determine the structure and the

formation rates of the biomineral. Second aspect is related to the ma-

terial science and engineering new bio-inspired materials. Biominerals

typically possess complex and hierarchal structures. The precision of

the structure is sometimes down to tens of nanometer scale. Moreover,

biominerals are synthesized in ambient temperature and pressure, while

the laboratory efforts for synthesizing minerals often need high pressure

and temperatures.

Biomineralization involves with processes, which have significant

behavior in several spatial and temporal scales. Therefore, its model-

ing is a multisclae problem which requires coupling of different spatio-

temporal scales and different types of computational methods [159, 36,

50, 63]. In this thesis we have introduced and developed several com-

putational approaches to understand biomineralization. Moreover, we

have performed in-vivo experiments and imaging on biosilica to invest-

igate the physical and chemical control on biosilicification.

The findings of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• Modeling aggregate formation

Biosilicification occurs in many organisms. Sponges and diatoms

are major examples of them. To model silicification in a sponge

species, Suberites domuncula, a particle simulation based on a mod-

ified diffusion limited aggregation (DLA) was applied. Moreover,

the effect of different membranes (boundary conditions) and loc-

ation of silicon source was investigated. Our model describes the
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fractal properties of silica aggregates in the first steps of deposition

on an organic template.

• Reaction-Diffusion modelling

Diatoms, mineralizing organisms, deposit a silica shell with a species-

specific morphology. We have presented a spatio-temporal model

for simulation of silica synthesis intracellularly in diatoms. In this

model the kinetics of silica polymerization reactions and diffusion

as the mean of transport has been studied. Since the synthesis of

silica is a very complex process, we applied some simplifications,

including considering only the most important oligomers of silica

for the first approximation. The results of our reaction-diffusion

model, which are the concentration profiles of different chemical

components, show agreements with the experimental in vivo evid-

ences, especially about the pH of the environment around SDV.

• Modeling intracellular transport of silicon

Understanding complex biological systems, especially at intracel-

lular scales, has always been a big challenge, owing to the diffi-

culties in measuring and manipulating such small quantities. Com-

putational modeling brings promising possibilities to this area.

The model organism we have studied here is the diatom, a single

cellular silicifying organism. The cell control strategies acting on

the process of silicification in diatoms have been a long-standing

open question. We have modeled the silicon uptake, transport and

synthesis in diatoms in different cell compartments using the com-

putational techniques of nonlinear kinetics equations and optim-

ization. To find the best set of free parameters of the model we

solved the inverse problem using parameter identifiability, global

optimization, sensitivity and perturbation techniques. The result-

ing model is a framework for manipulating and testing different

properties of cells; for example we have tested the cell control on

silicon uptake by changing the expression level of the transporter

proteins. Such modeling, described in this work are necessary and
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important tools for understanding the cell strategies over control

of material transport and synthesis.

• In-vivo experiment of environmental conditions’ effect on silic-
ification

To investigate the role of physical and chemical control on the si-

licification process we studied effects of environmental changes on

the morphology of one identical species. To investigate these ef-

fects, we have performed in vivo experiments on diatoms grown

under different temperature and silicon availability. The silica in

diatoms is an organic/inorganic hybrid material. During the silic-

ification process, a “soup of biomolecules” known as the organic

matrix interacts with the silicon compounds. The organic matrix

and the morphology of silica in diatoms are species-specific which,

together with the properties of extracted biomolecules, suggest a

strong biological control on silicification. However, the effect of

physical and chemical control in vivo has been less investigated.

We acquired images of samples using a scanning electron micro-

scope (SEM) in different stages of growth and different temperat-

ures. We have analyzed the images to quantify the features of each

pattern and then classified the images using supervised machine

learning methods. We found that the silicon availability changes

the silica pattern significantly. Moreover, temperature also affects

the silica pattern. Our results suggest that this effect is mostly

through changing the dynamics of the population.

6.2 Perspectives

This thesis has tried to provide more insights on the biosilicicfication

process and its controlling mechanisms. We hope this work will help

future modeling and experimental research on biomineralization in sev-

eral ways.

The compartmental modeling of nutrient transportation in cells is
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an important and fundamental phenomenon. Clarifying the system of

equations for intracellular and the nutrient dynamics will also bring in-

sight for the stochastic modeling, where distributions of cell properties

are also considered. Moreover, there are recent experimental insights on

certain mechanisms of silicon transporter proteins (SITs), for instance,

the dual transport mechanism indicating the role of transporters acting

as silicon sensor. Modeling this phenomenon can be a natural extension

of our study by including several types of SITs and investigating the cell

response to changes in the environmental conditions through the dual

transport mechanism.

The emergent different patterns in the same species under differ-

ent environmental conditions is likely due to the fact that the differ-

ent supply of silicon can modify the equilibrium of the self-assembly

and reaction-diffusion events and therefore, generate a different pattern.

This together with the biological insights from previous works encour-

ages new exciting modeling and experimentation approaches to further

investigate the process of biosilicification. Realization and quantifica-

tion of the differences in silica patterns from the same species have never

been reported before. Moreover, the computational approaches used

here can be applied broadly in structural and morphological analysis.

In addition, the cell size distribution data provided here are novel and

help to develop the models of cell population interactions and to under-

stand the complex events like phase synchronization and populations

cycles that is a common phenomenon also in other phytoplankton.

In addition, the experimental part of this study provides informa-

tion on the effect of temperature on the diatom populations’ dynamics,

which is important when considering the predicted increase of global

ocean surface temperature and the fact that the diatoms’ dynamics is an

influential factor in the ecology of aquatic systems.

Since biosilicification contains processes with significant behavior in

several spatial and temporal scales, the process of silicon deposition in

cells should be studied using different approaches. This thesis develops

a few types of approaches for modeling and understanding the trans-
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port, the availability of the silicon and some factors in biomineral struc-

ture formation. In addition, in order to understand the nano-pattern

of biosilica and its variety of forms, stochastic self-assembly modeling

seems to be a promising approach for the future biosilica formation

studies.
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Summary

Biomineralization is the deposition of minerals by living organisms. Al-

most all biominerals are hybrid materials comprised of both mineral and

organic components. Having formed under induced or controlled condi-

tions, biominerals possess properties such as shape, size and mechanical

strength, which are clearly distinguished from their inorganic counter-

part. Earth and life sciences have benefited greatly from biominerals

since, owing to their hard materials, they facilitated the process of fos-

silization. Climate changes are also related to biomineralization pro-

cesses since several biomineralizing organisms (such as some groups of

algae) have major effects on the ecosystem of the earth. Moreover, bio-

mineralization occurs under ambient conditions and, commonly, with

high structural complexity. This is one of the reasons that an important

application of biomineralization research is in the utilization of natural

processes to synthesize new functional materials, for instance with the

help of extracted proteins from biominerals. The question of how and by

which mechanisms nature has developed biominerals can be addressed

via several complementary approaches. This dissertation investigates

these mechanisms from several perspectives using both computational

and experimental methods. The emphasis here is on silicification in di-

atoms, eukaryotic unicellular algae, with a complex biosilica structure.

Investigating the formation of the multi-scale structure of biosilica

through simulations is greatly beneficial in the understanding of the

control mechanisms in biosilicification. This thesis demonstrates one

example towards this purpose by simulation of the initial steps of the

deposition of nanoparticles on a central organic template. The fractal
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dimension of the self-similar structures formed by simulation and those

reported in the experiments by X-ray scattering were compared. The

outcome shows that including the continuously growing boundaries and

the randomly distributed source of silica nanoparticles in the 3D model

results in a simulation with the greatest similarity to the experimental

data.

Another approach taken in this thesis was to study the events that

lead to silica formation, such as reactions and the transportation of chem-

ical components. Modeling the entire chain of reactions within several

cell compartments is a highly complex problem. Initially, only the most

important reactions were considered in a reaction-diffusion model, tak-

ing into account both spatial and temporal changes. The partial dif-

ferential equations of this model were solved using the finite element

method. This model is able to explain similarities in the trend of chem-

ical component concentrations. However, the outcomes of this model

are rather limited due to the complexity of the problem. An alternative

approach involved taking advantage of the fact that, in many cases, cell

processes are not diffusion-limited. In such a condition, only temporal

changes within each cell compartment are significant and the so-called

compartmental modeling can be applied. The major compartments for

intracellular silicon transportation and synthesis were defined. These

included seawater, cell membrane and its transporter proteins, silica de-

position vesicle (SDV) membrane and its proteins and, finally, deposited

silica. An essential term for the equation was introduced that connects

the behavior of an average cell (as a representative of the cell popula-

tion) and the environment (seawater). This term ensures that the devi-

ation of different cells from the average behavior is taken into account

at least for the first-order approximation. To use the model, first the

free parameters should be defined, resulting in an inverse problem or,

in other words, an optimization problem. In order to fit the model to

the noisy and sparse experimental data, penalty terms in the cost func-

tion have been introduced. Moreover, sensitivity and robustness ana-

lysis were performed. This model explains the different regimes in sil-
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icon uptake by cells that were previously observed in experiments. The

presented computational framework was also used to investigate the sil-

icon uptake regulation in close relation with other cell processes such as

silicification.

Interestingly, the silica pattern of diatoms is a species-specific fea-

ture that shows a great genetic control on biosilicification. However, the

effect of physical and chemical control on the silica morphology has not

been quantitatively investigated. In the final part of this thesis, an ex-

periment was performed on the same species of diatom under different

temperatures and different levels of silicic acid supply to address this

issue. The cell population metrics, such as, cell density and pH and also

the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the silica morphology

were recorded during the experiment. SEM images were quantified us-

ing image analysis and a dataset including features of each image was

formed. Two classes of the silica patterns were recognized in the diat-

oms of the same species. Subsequently, supervised learning methods

were applied to the dataset in order to classify the morphology of silica

under different experimental conditions. The outcome shows that the

different temperatures changed the cell population dynamics and, con-

sequently, a different silica pattern was formed in cells with a low silicon

supply when compared to cells with a high silicon supply.





Samenvatting

Biomineralisatie is het afzetten van mineralen door levende organis-

men. Bijna alle biomineralen zijn hybride materialen, wat willen zeg-

gen dat zij bestaan uit zowel mineralen als organische bestanddelen. Bi-

omineralen worden onder gecontroleerde of geïnduceerde omstandig-

heden gevormd. Als gevolg hiervan bezitten biomineralen typisch een

vorm, grootte en mechanische eigenschappen die duidelijk verschillen

van puur anorganische mineralen. Aard- en biowetenschappen hebben

veel kennis op gedaan uit de studie naar biomineralen, omdat hun harde

structuur het proces van fossilisatie faciliteert. Biomineralisatie is ook

van belang in klimatologische studies, omdat verschillende organismen

die biomineralisatie vertonen (zoals sommige soorten algen) een grote

impact op het ecosysteem van de aarde hebben. Verder vindt biomine-

ralisatie plaats onder normale omstandigheden (zeewater temperatuur,

normale druk, etc.), maar vaak wel materialen met een hoge graad van

ruimtelijke complexiteit gevormd. Dit is een van de redenen dat syn-

these van nieuwe functionele materialen met gebruik van natuurlijke

processen een belangrijke toepassing van onderzoek naar biominerali-

satie is. Een voorbeeld is het gebruik van eiwitten onttrokken uit bio-

mineralen. De vraag hoe, en door middel van welke mechanismes, de

natuur biomineralisatie heeft ontwikkeld kan worden beantwoord met

behulp van verscheidene complementaire technieken. Dit proefschrift

beschrijft onderzoek, met gebruik van computationele en experimentele

methoden, naar de mechanismes van biomineralisatie. De nadruk ligt

op silicificatie in diatomeeën, ofwel eukaryote eencellige algen met een

complexe structuur van biosilica.
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Het begrip van mechanismes die bepalen hoe silicificatie verloopt, is

sterk gebaat bij onderzoek door middel van simulaties naar de vorming

van ruimtelijke structuren, op meerdere lengteschalen, van silica. Dit

proefschrift beschrijft onder meer de simulatie van de eerste stappen

van afzetting van nanodeeltjes op een sjabloon van organisch materiaal.

De fractale dimensie van de gesimuleerde structuren en die gevonden

met behulp van röntgen diffractie zijn met elkaar vergeleken. Het blijkt

dat de simulatie de experimentele uitkomst het best benaderd als het 3D

model gebruikt maakt van continu groeiende grenzen en een willekeurig

verdeelde bron van silica nanodeeltjes.

Een andere aanpak in dit proefschrift was om de aanloop naar het

vormen van silica te bestuderen, namelijk de chemische reactie en het

transport van de benodigde stoffen. Het modelleren van de hele keten

van reacties die plaatsvinden in een aantal compartimenten van de cel is

een zeer complex probleem. Als aanzet zijn alleen de meest belangrijke

reacties berekend in een reactie-diffusie model, dat zowel veranderingen

in tijd als ruimte weergeeft. Het systeem van partiële differentiaal verge-

lijkingen is opgelost met gebruik van de eindige elementen methode. Dit

model kan de overeenkomsten in de trends van concentraties van chemi-

caliën verklaren. Toch zijn, door de complexiteit van het probleem, de

uitkomsten van dit model vrij beperkt. Een alternatieve aanpak in dit

proefschrift maakte gebruik van het feit dat, in veel gevallen, processen

in de cel niet diffusie gelimiteerd zijn. Onder zulke omstandigheden

zijn alleen veranderingen in tijd van belang, en kan compartimentale

modellering worden toegepast. In dit onderzoek zijn de belangrijkste

compartimenten voor intracellulair silica transport en synthese gedefi-

nieerd. Dit omvat zeewater, cel membranen en de bijbehorende eiwitten

die transport verzorgen, het silica afzettingsvesicle-membraan en de bij-

behorend eiwitten, en afgezet silica. Een essentiële term die in de verge-

lijking is geïntroduceerd, is een term die het gedrag van een gemiddelde

cel (die populatie van cellen representeert) verbindt aan het gedrag van

de omgeving (zeewater). Deze term in de vergelijking zorgt voor een

eerste orde correctie in de afwijking van het gedrag van cellen in verge-
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lijking tot het gemiddelde van de populatie van cellen. Voor het model

gebruikt kon worden, moesten eerst de vrije parameters worden gede-

finieerd. Dit is het een inverse probleem, ofwel een optimalisatie pro-

bleem. Om het model aan de stochastische en beperkte data te kunnen

fitten, zijn er termen aan de kostenfunctie toegevoegd. Verder is er ana-

lyse naar de gevoeligheid en robustheid van de model uitgevoerd. Het

model verklaart de verschillende toestanden, zoals eerder geobserveerd

in experimenten, van silica opname door cellen. Dit model vormt een

kader, dat ook is gebruikt om te onderzoeken hoe silica opname geregu-

leerd wordt in relatie tot andere processen van de cel zoals silicificatie.

Opmerkelijk is dat het patroon van silica van diatomeeen specifiek

is voor de soort diatomee, wat betekent dat de genen invloed hebben op

het proces van silicificatie. Toch is het effect van fysische en chemische

controle op de morfologie van de silica nog niet kwantitatief onderzocht.

Om dit doel te bereiken is voor het laatste deel van dit proefschrift een

experiment op een enkele soort diatomee uitgevoerd, onder een aantal

verschillende temperaturen en concentraties van silica. Gedurende dit

experiment zijn celdichtheid en pH gemeten, en afbeeldingen van de

silica morfologie gemaakt met een rasterelektronenmicroscoop. Een da-

taset met eigenschappen van iedere afbeelding is verkregen door mid-

del van analyse van 2D beelden. Bij deze enkele soort diatomee zijn

twee verschillende klassen van silica patronen herkend. Vervolgens is

de methode van gecontroleerd leren (onderdeel van machine learning)

toegepast op de data zodat de morfologie van silica onder verschillende

omstandigheden kon worden geclassificeerd. Dit toont aan dat de tem-

peratuur de celdynamica bepaald, en dat cellen met een lage concentra-

tie van silica toevoer een ander silica patroon hebben dan cellen met een

hoge silica toevoer.




